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Abstract 

 

Introduction: This project aimed to examine the impact of cannabis use on the 

brain white matter (WM) tissue abnormalities associated with psychosis, in 

individuals at the early phase of psychosis (< 5 years from diagnosis). Using diffusion 

tensor imaging (DTI), it was predicted that there would be evidence of WM 

disruption in patients with psychosis compared to healthy controls, and more so in 

patients with earlier and heavier lifetime cannabis use.  Methods: The primary 

outcome measure was fractional anisotropy (FA) which reflects WM integrity. There 

were two groups of subjects: 1) Patients with early phase psychosis and 2) Healthy 

controls with no cannabis use. Scans were acquired on a 1.5T MRI and imaging 

analysis was done both within a volume of interest (VOI - left superior longitudinal 

fasciculus) and at the full-brain level. Results: A trend level decrease in mean VOI 

FA was found in patients relative to healthy controls, but no difference was found at 

the full-brain level. Within the patient group, there was a significant positive 

correlation found between cumulative lifetime cannabis use and mean VOI FA (but 

not mean full-brain FA), however there was no relationship between age of onset of 

cannabis use and mean FA either at the full-brain level or within the VOI. Discussion: 

There was trend level evidence of WM abnormalities in the VOI (but not at the full-

brain level) in patients at the early phase of psychosis. Furthermore, contrary to what 

was hypothesized, there was evidence of increased WM integrity in patients with 

heavier lifetime cannabis use within the VOI. By accounting for concomitant alcohol 

and substance use, this study provides novel insight about WM microstructure, as it 

relates to early phase psychosis and adolescent cannabis use.  
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders 

1.1.1 Epidemiology, Clinical Manifestations, Diagnosis 

Schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders are a group of mental disorders 

characterized by psychotic symptoms (e.g. hallucinations and delusions), cognitive 

dysfunction, as well as significant functional and social impairment. The prevalence 

of psychotic disorders is approximately 3%. Schizophrenia (one of the more severe 

psychotic disorders), with a prevalence of 1%, is ranked by the World Health 

Organization as one of the top ten causes of the global disease burden (Lopez and 

Murray, 1998; McGrath et al., 2008; Perälä et al., 2007). Typically the onset of illness 

is in adolescence or early adulthood and in many cases it can follow a lifelong course. 

In 1887, the German physician, Emil Kraepelin, first described schizophrenia 

and the other psychotic disorders (then known as Dementia Praecox) as discrete 

mental disorders (Kraepelin, 1919), and they have since been recognized to be among 

the most debilitating and perplexing illnesses known to exist. Several years later, the 

Swiss psychiatrist, Eugen Bleuler (1857-1939) expanded our understanding of these 

disorders, and was the first to describe them as “the group of schizophrenias” 

(Bleuler, 1950). Even at that time, there were descriptions of  different categories of 

symptoms, and over time phenomenological descriptions began to separate symptoms 

into a ‘positive’ cluster (e.g. hallucinations, delusions, disorganization) and a 

‘negative’ cluster (e.g. alogia, anhedonia, flat affect).  The negative symptoms were 

initially considered as ‘fundamental’ symptoms when first described by Kraeplin and 
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Bleuler, but over time the positive symptoms have come to the forefront of clinical 

attention, perhaps driven by the fact that pharmacotherapy development has a 

significantly better impact on positive symptoms compared to negative symptoms. 

Although the symptomatology of psychosis, and other mental disorders is 

manifold and diverse, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 

(DSM) provides a detailed description and categorization. The DSM began as a way 

of collecting census and psychiatric hospital statistics, but through several iterations 

now describes psychiatric symptoms and classifies mental disorders into various 

categories and diagnoses. The current version of DSM is the DSM-5 (fifth edition), 

and describes the psychotic disorders in a chapter entitled ‘schizophrenia spectrum 

and other psychotic disorders’(APA, 2013). It is important to distinguish the 

difference between psychosis and schizophrenia. Psychosis refers to a disordered 

mental state, characterized by a disturbance in the perception of reality whereas 

schizophrenia is one of several diagnosable psychotic disorders according to the 

DSM, which is characterized by the presence of psychotic, as well as other symptoms 

and accompanied by significant social and functional deterioration.  

The diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum and other psychotic disorders is 

clinical, following diagnostic criteria as per the DSM. To diagnose most psychotic 

disorders, the presence of one or more of the following symptoms is required: 

hallucinations, delusions, disorganized speech, disorganized or abnormal motor 

behaviour (e.g. catatonia), and negative symptoms. In addition, there must be 

evidence of significant social/occupational dysfunction. Finally, other mental 

disorders associated with psychosis (such as mood disorders) must be ruled out, along 
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with other potential causes of psychosis, including general medical conditions and 

substance misuse. This study focuses on the chronic primary psychotic disorders 

including, schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder  (APA, 2000). The word 

‘psychosis’ or ‘psychotic disorder’ will refer to the clinical picture consistent with 

these diagnoses. Further, this study focuses on the early phase of psychosis. 

 

1.1.2 Early Phase Psychosis 

The clinical course of psychosis has been described as a series of stages 

beginning with the period prior to the onset of illness (premorbid stage), followed by 

a period of non-specific behavioural change (prodromal stage), then leading to the 

development of psychotic symptoms (onset/active stage), and finally patients will fall 

into various patterns of relapse/recovery, for the remainder of their lives 

(residual/chronic stage). 

Although onset of psychotic disorders can be abrupt, typically there is a 

gradual progression of sub-syndromal symptoms (the prodrome) leading up to the 

onset of active psychosis. The prodrome can consist of a variety of non-specific 

symptoms including attenuated positive symptoms (e.g. illusions), mood symptoms 

(e.g. dysphoria), and cognitive symptoms (e.g. concentration difficulties), among 

others (Lieberman et al., 2001). Once patients enter the active stage of psychosis, it is 

referred to as the ‘first episode’ or ‘first break’. Often there can be a delay of several 

months or even years before patients enter treatment following their first episode, 

which can have a negative impact. Studies have reported that the longer the patient 

experiences untreated psychosis (termed ‘duration of untreated psychosis’ (DUP)), 
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the worse the outcomes as measured by severity of global psychopathology, positive 

symptom severity, and negative symptom severity (Perkins et al., 2005). With this 

knowledge, early intervention services (EIS) for psychosis have developed 

worldwide. The goals for EIS include improving clinical outcomes for those 

diagnosed with psychosis which run counter to the pessimism and therapeutic 

nihilism which existed previously. Specifically, EIS programs aim to intervene in the 

early phase of psychosis as this is thought to represent a ‘critical period’ of the illness 

in terms of determining long-term outcome of clinical and social functioning 

(Birchwood et al., 1998; McGlashan and Johannessen, 1996). In addition this period 

represents an ideal time for intervention with important patient and family factors 

being more responsive to change (Birchwood, 2000). From the point of view of 

investigating biopsychosocial factors that are core to psychosis, a focus of research on 

patients in the early phase (typically the first 5 years) of their illness allows 

minimization of the confounding effects of years with medication (e.g. 

antipsychotics) use as well as the neurotoxic effects of psychosis itself (Olney and 

Farber, 1995; Wyatt, 1991).  

 

1.1.3 Etiology and Pathophysiology 

Despite the wealth of knowledge describing the phenomenology of psychosis, 

as well as the rapidly growing body of genetic and epidemiological evidence, the 

pathophysiology of the disorder is still unclear. However, there is good evidence from 

twin studies that there is both a strong genetic component as well as an environmental 

component. Generally, the pair-wise concordance between monozygotic twins (who 
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share 100% of their DNA) is about 40%, suggesting a strong genetic link, but given 

the 60% remaining who are not concordant, there is likely a significant role of the 

environment as well (Kringlen, 2000). Theories focusing on predominantly 

psychosocial and environmental factors were more prevalent early in the 20th century. 

Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) postulated a theory of psychosis resulting from defects 

in ego development; Margaret Mahler (1897-1985) understood psychotic symptoms 

to arise from distortions in the mother-child relationship; and Harry Stack Sullivan 

(1892-1949) viewed psychosis as the result of cumulative lifetime trauma culminating 

in a disturbance in interpersonal relatedness (Sadock et al., 2007).  

A gradual shift to a more neurobiologically oriented understanding of 

psychosis has developed since then. For example, the pathophysiology of psychosis 

can also be understood at the level of neurotransmitters. In particular dopaminergic 

and glutamatergic neurotransmitter systems have been most frequently implicated. 

The dopamine hypothesis postulates that overactivity of dopamine in the mesolimbic 

pathway of the brain causes the positive symptoms of psychosis, while the relative 

underactivity of dopamine in meso-cortical pathways contributes to negative 

symptoms (Davis et al., 1991; Sadock et al., 2009). The main driver of the dopamine 

hypothesis was evidence that dopamine blocking agents had a significant 

antipsychotic effect (Creese et al., 1996; Weinberger, 1987). There was also the 

additional observation that drugs that increased dopaminergic activity (e.g. cocaine 

and amphetamine) elicited psychotic symptoms (Sadock et al., 2009).  More recently 

abnormalities in the glutamatergic system have been hypothesized as a cause of 

psychosis. Evidence for the glutamate hypothesis is derived from observations of 
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psychosis induced by glutamate antagonists (e.g. ketamine) in both patients as well as 

healthy volunteers (Javitt and Zukin, 1991; Lahti et al., 2001). Accordingly, drugs 

enhancing the effect of glutamate at the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor (via 

the glycine coagonist site), were found to ameliorate psychotic symptoms (Meador-

Woodruff and Healy, 2000). Furthermore, genetic studies examining post-mortem 

brain tissue of patients with psychosis have found abnormalities in critical structural 

and functional subunits of NMDA-glutamate receptors (Geddes et al., 2011).  

Currently, given the wealth of accumulated evidence that complex interrelated 

biopsychosocial elements are likely involved in the etiology of psychosis, a broader 

explanatory model of the disorder has emerged, known as the neurodevelopmental 

model. This model postulates that a fixed lesion early in life (e.g. perinatally) 

interacts with the complex anatomical and functional maturation of the brain, 

resulting in the onset of the disorder later in life (Rapoport et al., 2005; Weinberger, 

1987). In other words, psychosis is the clinical end state of an abnormal 

neurodevelopmental process that begins early in life, but does not fully manifest until 

several years later in adolescence or early adulthood (Rapoport et al., 2012).  

There is now significant evidence supporting the broad neurodevelopmental 

model from diverse lines of research. Epidemiological studies examining pre/peri-

natal risk factors have found evidence of an increased risk of psychosis related to 

obstetrical complications and pre/peri-natal infection amongst other risk factors 

(Brown and Derkits, 2010; M. Cannon, 2002). Part of the neurodevelopmental model 

also includes abnormal environmental exposures which can negatively affect the 

developing brain; a complex process that continues into young adulthood. As such, 
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studies examining risk factors more proximal to illness onset (i.e. during childhood 

and adolescence) have found that living in an urban environment, being exposed to 

childhood abuse/trauma, as well as substance abuse, particularly cannabis abuse, are 

associated with increased risk of developing psychosis (Morgan and Fisher, 2007; 

Sadock et al., 2009; van Os et al., 2010). Neuroimaging studies provide further 

evidence for the neurodevelopmental hypothesis with studies of those at high-risk of 

psychosis (siblings/twins of patients with psychosis) as well as those with diagnosed 

psychotic disorders, having demonstrable reductions in cortical grey matter (T. D. 

Cannon et al., 2002; Ettinger et al., 2011; Greenstein et al., 2006). 

Another developmental model of psychosis that takes into account the 

complex interplay between genes and environment is known as the “two-hit” 

hypothesis. This model postulates that a genetic or environmental disruption during 

early development (the “first hit”) would make the brain vulnerable to a “second hit” 

that would precipitate the onset of psychosis (Maynard et al., 2001). It goes on to 

explain that neither insult is sufficient in and of itself to produce the disorder, but 

rather the first hit (likely occurring perinatally) “primes” the system for the second, at 

which point psychosis emerges (Maynard et al., 2001). This is consistent with another 

widely accepted developmental model, which emphasizes that the presence of 

neuropathological vulnerability is an essential substrate of the illness, which later can 

manifest as psychosis with exposure to biopsychosocial stressors (Cornblatt et al., 

2003). In regards to these developmental models of psychosis, cannabis exposure 

may represent a critical environmental trigger (second hit), leading to the onset of 

psychosis (Malone et al., 2010). 
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1.2 Cannabis Use and Early Phase Psychosis 

1.2.1 Epidemiology of Cannabis Use 

 Cannabis comes from a species of flowering plants called Cannabis Sativa 

and is the most widely used illicit drug in the world (Leggett, 2006). The prevalence 

of cannabis use has significantly increased over the past two decades and recent 

Canadian statistics report 12 million people (approximately 34% of Canadian 

population) have used cannabis in their lifetime. It is notable that Canada’s youth in 

particular (between ages 11-15 years old) have the highest 12-month prevalence rate 

of cannabis use (28%) out of all developed countries (Adamson, 2013). Furthermore, 

6.8% of all Canadians have symptoms of cannabis abuse or dependence, a rate that is 

greater than all other illicit drug abuse/dependence combined (4.0%) (Pearson et al., 

2013). Cannabis use in psychosis is much higher than in the general population, with 

rates up to 43%, and with the majority of users being younger patients (Bersani et al., 

2002).  

 

1.2.2 Biological Effects of Cannabis Use 

There are over 400 compounds found in cannabis many of which have various 

antagonistic or synergistic effects (Ashton, 2001). There are over 60 cannabinoids, 

and the various biological effects of these compounds are largely unknown. 

Eventually it was discovered that the primary psychoactive ingredient in cannabis is 

delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) (Mechoulam and Gaoni, 1965). The potency of 

the THC content of cannabis has gradually increased over the past two decades and 
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now can reach up to 15% (DSM-5) (APA, 2013). Cannabis acts in the brain primarily 

on Cannabinoid 1 (CB1) and CB2 receptors which are part of an endogenous 

cannabinoid receptor system in the brain. These endocannabinoid receptors 

(particularly CB1 receptors) are widespread in the brain in both grey matter and WM 

(Glass et al., 1997; Romero et al., 1997) and are involved in a variety of functions 

including memory, mood and reward processing (Bossong et al., 2014). In fact, CB1 

receptors are the most abundant G-protein-coupled receptors in the mammalian brain 

and can induce a variety of behavioural and psychological changes including anxiety, 

euphoria, impaired motor coordination, impairment in short-term/working memory as 

well as psychotic symptoms (Bossong et al., 2014). Furthermore, cannabinoids are 

highly lipid-soluble and therefore can accumulate over time in the lipid membranes of 

neurons, a phenomenon that may help explain some of its more long-term 

neurobiological effects (Hollister, 1986). Finally, it is of particular interest that the 

endocananbinoid system is involved in the regulation of both the glutamatergic and 

dopaminergic neurotransmitter systems, with recent evidence implicating a role in the 

pathophysiology of psychotic disorders (Bossong et al., 2014).  The following section 

explores the link between cannabis and psychotic disorders, with particular focus on 

the early phase of the illness.  

 

1.2.3 Role of Cannabis Use in Early Phase Psychosis 

Starting with the Swedish longitudinal study (Andréasson et al., 1987), 

epidemiological evidence has accumulated supporting the notion that cannabis use 

plays a causal role in the development of some psychotic illnesses (Arseneault, 2002; 
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Casadio et al., 2011). These studies demonstrated an increased risk of developing 

psychosis with a higher frequency of cannabis use, with up to a 6-fold increased risk 

for psychosis in heavy users (over 50 lifetime occasions) compared to non-users 

(Andréasson et al., 1987). In terms of age of cannabis use, early age of onset is 

associated with a particularly increased risk of developing psychosis, and could be 

much more damaging to the brain relative to later cannabis use (early users being 

defined as younger than 17 years old) (Casadio et al., 2011; Malone et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, cannabis use is associated with a significantly younger age of onset of 

psychosis, which in turn predicts a poorer prognosis of the disorder (Veen et al., 

2004).  

There is a hypothesis that was prominent especially during the 1990’s 

postulating that substances, such as cannabis, are used in order to self-medicate to 

relieve the distress associated with psychotic symptoms (Blanchard et al., 2000; 

Khantzian, 1997). This hypothesis however has now fallen out of favour as the bulk 

of the data has shown that substance use patterns do not fit with symptom patterns in 

individuals with psychotic disorders (Blanchard et al., 2000).  

Complimentary epidemiological evidence examining cohorts of patients early 

in the course of psychotic disorders have found that the prevalence of cannabis use is 

well above that of the general population with the majority starting use at least three 

years prior to the onset of illness (Bersani et al., 2002). Also, individuals early in their 

course of psychotic illness were found to be more likely to abuse cannabis which in 

turn was related to exacerbated psychiatric symptoms as measured by the Brief 

Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) (Kovasznay et al., 1997). 
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Additional lines of evidence, particularly from neuroimaging and 

neuropsychological studies also demonstrate a greater detrimental impact of early 

adolescent initiation of cannabis use, reported for visual reaction times (Ehrenreich et 

al., 1999), cognitive performance (Pope et al., 2003), and volumetric brain tissue 

abnormalities (Wilson et al., 2000), supporting the idea that the adolescent brain may 

be especially vulnerable to cannabis exposure. A recent review and synthesis of 

currently available neuroimaging and neuropsychological studies also reinforces the 

important impact of cannabis use in psychosis with a focus on the endocannabinoid 

system (Bossong et al., 2014). By examining challenge studies looking at the acute 

effects of THC on brain functions implicated in psychosis, Bossong et al. (2014) 

found that there was significant overlap between THC-induced abnormalities, and 

those found in psychosis over a number of cognitive domains including memory 

encoding, working memory, executive function and emotional processing (Bossong et 

al., 2014).  

Recent evidence has implicated that cannabis use may exert this potential 

triggering effect leading to psychosis through its effects on white matter (WM) 

development. Specifically, significant levels of endocannabinoid receptors have been 

found in WM tracts of the brain, as well as on the glial cells responsible for the 

production and maintenance of WM (e.g. astrocytes and oligodendrocytes), especially 

early on in neurodevelopment (Molina-Holgado et al., 2002; Romero et al., 1997). It 

has therefore been postulated that early cannabis exposure interacts with these 

processes and adversely affects the trajectory of WM development, ultimately 

triggering psychosis in individuals who are vulnerable to the illness (Bava et al., 
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2009). The investigation of WM therefore is important in examining the role of 

cannabis use in the development of psychotic disorders.   

 

1.3 White Matter Disturbances in Early Phase Psychosis 

1.3.1 What is White Matter? 

White matter provides the physical foundation for functional connectivity in 

the brain. It consists of axons as well as the oligodendrocyte-produced lipid sheaths 

surrounding them, known as myelin. Myelin acts to insulate axonal membranes and 

helps improve the conduction of action potentials. Despite the fact that WM 

constitutes almost half of the human brain, traditionally the focus of neuroscience 

research has been mostly on gray matter (Fields, 2008a). In recent decades however, 

there has been a shift towards a focus on WM (Fields, 2008b).  

 

1.3.1.1 White Matter Tracts/Families? 

 Functionally related myelinated axons bundle together into groups known as 

WM tracts. These tracts are able to carry large amounts of information from one brain 

region to another. WM tracts can be categorized into five major WM tract families 

based on their functionality: 1) Brainstem fibers, 2) Projection fibers, 3) Association 

fibers, 4) Limbic fibers and 5) Commissural fibers (Wakana et al., 2004).  

 Brainstem fibers include the main tracts of WM in the brain stem. This 

includes the corticospinal tract (relaying ascending and descending somatosensory 

information), cerebellar peduncles (coordination of motor and control of equilibrium 

and muscle tone) and the medial lemniscus (carries ascending somatosensory 
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information to the thalamus). Projection fibers include the main connections between 

the cortex to the lower structures including the spinal cord, brainstem, and thalamus. 

These fibers carry ascending and descending information across a wide variety of 

functional systems including the motor, somatosensory, and reticular activating 

systems. Association fibers are those connecting one part of the cortex with another 

(cortex-cortex), and are responsible for high level cognitive processes including 

executive functions, working/spatial memory and complex sensory integration, 

amongst many other cognitive functions. Association fibers include the 

superior/inferior longitudinal fasciculi (SLF/ILF), superior/inferior fronto-occipital 

fasciculi, and the uncinate fasciculus. Limbic fibers are centered around the temporal 

limbic structures, and they are involved with memory encoding and emotional 

processing. Limbic fibers include fibers related to the cingulum, fornix and stria 

terminalis. Finally, the commissural fibers (also known as callosal fibers) connect the 

left and right cerebral hemispheres and are involved with interhemispheric 

communication and cooperation. These fibers include the corpus callosum, forceps 

major/minor as well as the tapetum.  

 

 1.3.2 Rationale for Studying White Matter in Early Phase Psychosis 

There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that disturbances in 

connectivity between different brain regions, rather than abnormalities within the 

separate regions themselves, are responsible for the clinical symptoms and cognitive 

dysfunctions observed in schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders (Davis et al., 

2003). This disconnectivity hypothesis of psychosis has now gained support from a 
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variety of different lines of evidence, which strongly implicates WM as playing a key 

role in psychosis (Davis et al., 2003; Friston and Frith, 1995; Luck et al., 2011). 

Therefore in recent years WM, the connective infrastructure of the brain, has come 

into focus. 

Various lines of evidence point to irregularities of WM in psychosis, in 

particular with regards to myelin maintenance and repair involving oligodendroglial 

dysfunction (Davis et al., 2003; Karlsgodt et al., 2012). Additionally, there is post-

mortem evidence of decreased number and density of oligodendrocytes as well as 

associated damage to myelin sheaths (Hof et al., 2003; Uranova et al., 2001; 2007). 

Neuroimaging is a way to investigate potential brain abnormalities in a variety of 

illnesses in living patients. Neuroimaging methods sensitive to subtle abnormalities in 

WM microstructure play a key role in characterizing brain changes in psychosis. 

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is currently one of the most effective methods 

available to investigate WM in vivo. 

 

1.4 Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) in Early Phase Psychosis 

1.4.1 Basic Principles of MRI 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), is an imaging technique with a range of 

applications, primarily used in biomedical settings as both a clinical and research tool. 

MRI employs the principles of nuclei magnetic resonance (NMR) which uses the 

magnetic properties of atomic nuclei, to produce images of the human body (e.g. 

brain). 
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 The human body is approximately 63% hydrogen, mostly coming from water 

and fat, and so the images acquired with MRI are primarily a result of the signal from 

hydrogen atoms (Hornak, 2010). Atomic nuclei have a fundamental property called 

spin, which can be thought to be analogous to a magnetic field. When these nuclei are 

placed in an external magnetic field (i.e. the MRI scanner magnet), they align with it 

resulting in a bulk magnetization moment. In addition to their spins, nuclei display 

another resonance phenomenon known as precession, where the nuclei rotate about 

the magnetic field axis at a particular frequency (know as the larmor frequency ). 

The larmor frequency is directly proportional to the applied magnetic field strength 

(B0) as well as the inherent properties of the nuclei themselves. In order to obtain an 

MRI image, the object of interest must be placed in the external magnetic field, at 

which point a radio frequency electromagnetic pulse is applied transverse to the B0 

axis, which rotates the nuclei 90-degrees such that they rotate around B0 at . Once 

the radio frequency pulse is stopped, the nuclei return to their equilibrium and line up 

parallel to B0 once again. During this process, the oscillating magnetic field 

associated with the nuclei is detected by a receiver coil in the MRI machine as an 

electrical signal. It is this voltage that is the basis for the MRI signal (Hornak, 2010).  

 

1.4.2 Basic Principles of DTI 

The MRI signal can be used to quantify the diffusional properties of nuclei in 

the brain. Diffusion tensor imaging  (DTI) is an in vivo MRI tool capable of 

providing an index of the micro-structural integrity of WM tissue (Beaulieu, 2002), as 

it measures the diffusion of molecules (generally water) moving through the brain 
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(Basser et al., 1994; Mori and J. Zhang, 2006). The random movement of water in the 

brain (Brownian motion), if left unhindered, would form a spherical shape, as the 

water molecules have the freedom to move in all directions (isotropic diffusion). 

Brain tissue structures such as axonal bundles prevent free diffusion of water 

molecules, which will naturally move more easily along these tracts rather than 

perpendicular to them (figure 1) (anisotropic diffusion) (Mori and J. Zhang, 2006). So 

by measuring the amount of anisotropy it is possible to estimate the axonal 

organization of the brain (Mori and J. Zhang, 2006).  

To do this the application of two opposing (bipolar), unidirectional, magnetic 

field gradients is required, such that calculating the difference between the gradients 

allows for the detection of movement. This bipolar gradient has no measurable end 

effect on molecules that are stationary because the first gradient which dephases the 

nuclei spins is cancelled out by the second gradient which rephases the spins. 

However, actively diffusing water molecules are affected, and therefore can be 

detected and quantified (Johansen-Berg and Behrens, 2009). Since WM in the brain 

can take any orientation in 3D space, it is necessary to apply this bipolar gradient 

along multiple orientations. However as it would be impractical to obtain images for 

all of the thousands of possible directions, the diffusion tensor model was proposed 

(Basser et al., 1994). This model takes measurements of diffusion along any number 

of directions in space and fits it into a 3D ellipsoid model which is calculated for each 

voxel (smallest 3D volume element of and MRI scan) (Mori and J. Zhang, 2006). The 

matrix that allows the transformation of the diffusion directions into the 3 X 3 
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ellipsoid model is called the tensor; thus ‘diffusion tensor imaging’ (see Figure 2 for 

illustration of the diffusion tensor) (Mori and J. Zhang, 2006).  

 

1.4.3 DTI Measures 

Fractional anisotropy (FA) is the most widely used DTI measure reported in 

the literature, and it is computed by comparing the water diffusion along the longest 

axis of water movement (the course of WM tracts) relative to the other axes. 

Ultrastructural studies directly comparing DTI parameters with corresponding tissue 

pathology have associated reduced water diffusivity measures with dysmyelination or 

hypomyelination of white matter tracts; other tissue alterations that might influence 

water diffusivity are axonal pathology and changes in cell densities (Ruest et al., 

2011). Another common diffusion measure is mean diffusivity (MD), which is a 

measure of the average magnitude of diffusion in all directions. In areas without 

barriers (e.g. cerebrospinal fluid) MD is high, whereas in more restricted areas (e.g. 

WM), MD is low; thus MD is usually inversely correlated with FA. Two other 

diffusivity measures from the family of parameters derived from the diffusion tensor 

which provide useful structural information are radial diffusivity (RaD) and axial 

diffusivity (AxD). In white matter, RaD represents the average water diffusion 

perpendicular to axonal fibers, while AxD represents the water diffusion parallel to 

axonal fibers (Basser, 1995; Song et al., 2002). 
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1.5 Application of DTI to Early Phase Psychosis and Cannabis Use: 
Review of the Literature 
 

The majority of DTI studies of psychosis have assessed people in the chronic 

phase of illness. The most consistent finding in this population is a reduction in FA 

values compared to healthy controls, observed in a number of major WM tracts 

(Whitford et al., 2011). Specifically, findings point to WM disruption most frequently 

in the corpus callosum, frontal WM and SLF (Konrad and Winterer, 2008; 

Kyriakopoulos et al., 2008; White et al., 2008). There are fewer DTI studies assessing 

people in the early phase of psychosis (within the first 5 years of illness onset). This 

cohort is important, as it allows for the investigation of pathology core to the illness 

and at time of illness onset, with a minimal impact of confounders such as 

medication, age, and length of time with illness.  

An up-to-date systematic literature review was completed in association with 

this thesis, examining DTI studies of early phase psychosis and of cannabis use 

(Table 1) (Cookey et al., 2014). The studies included in the review were categorized 

into three groups, as follows: 1) early phase psychosis (illness effect), 2) cannabis use 

in otherwise healthy individuals (drug effect), and 3) early phase psychosis with 

concurrent cannabis use (combined illness and drug effects) (Table 1). Results are 

outlined below. 

 

1.5.1 DTI in Early Phase Psychosis: Illness Effect 

A total of 72% (13/18) of studies found evidence of WM abnormalities 

(decreased FA values) in early phase psychosis compared to healthy controls, while 

28% (5/18) reported no group differences (Cookey et al., 2014). Interestingly, another 
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recent review of DTI studies in this population (Peters et al., 2010) also found 

evidence of widespread WM abnormalities, supported by 71% (15/21) of the 

compiled studies. It is notable that although this earlier review included less stringent 

criteria (which is why it included more studies), it had a very similar pattern of 

findings. Of note, calculation of the magnitude of effect based on findings from 

studies that found between-group differences revealed an effect size of r = .454, 

which corresponds to a moderate to large effect. 

A comparison of studies with (13/18 studies) and without (5/18 studies) group 

differences in FA values reveals that studies with group differences mainly used a 

whole brain VBA approach (10/13 studies), often clearly excluded participants with 

current substance dependence (7/13 studies), and were more likely to be acquired at a 

magnetic field of 1.5 T (11/13 studies). Studies with no group differences used a 

whole brain VBA approach in 3/5 studies, were less likely to clearly exclude 

substance dependence (1/5 studies), and less likely to be acquired at lower (1.5 T) 

magnetic field (2/5). 

The association fiber tracts were most often implicated, namely a) the fronto-

occipital fasciculus (Cheung et al., 2008; James et al., 2011; Kyriakopoulos et al., 

2009; Pérez-Iglesias et al., 2010; Szeszko et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2011; White et al., 

2009), and b) the SLF (James et al., 2011; Kyriakopoulos et al., 2009; Luck et al., 

2011; Pérez-Iglesias et al., 2010; Szeszko et al., 2008; White et al., 2009), along with 

a callosal fiber tract, the splenium of the corpus callosum (Cheung et al., 2008; 

Dekker et al., 2010; Gasparotti et al., 2009; James et al., 2011; Kyriakopoulos et al., 

2009). 
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The fronto-occipital fasciculus connects parts of the para-striate and parietal 

cortex to the frontal lobe. A close neuroanatomical analysis of this WM tract suggests 

a role in high order motor control and spatial attention which are important for 

functions such as coordination and selecting some stimuli over others (Schmahmann 

and Pandya, 2007), both functions known to be disrupted in psychosis (Danckert et 

al., 2002; Franck, 2001; Gruzelier et al., 1988; Park and Holzman, 1992). 

The SLF connects parts of the frontal lobe with the parietal, occipital and 

temporal lobes (Afifi and Bergman, 2005), and it is involved in working memory 

(Karlsgodt et al., 2008; Makris et al., 2005). This is consistent with findings of 

impaired working memory in patients with psychosis (Goldman-Rakic, 1994). Recent 

empirical evidence and meta-analysis suggest that abnormal maturation of the SLF in 

adolescence may be key in the development of psychotic disorders (Peters et al., 

2012). 

The corpus callosum is the primary connection between the two cerebral 

hemispheres. It is involved with interhemispheric communication and cooperation. 

Disturbances in its structural integrity are implicated in psychosis in terms of 

decreased FA values and WM density (Hulshoff Pol et al., 2004; Patel et al., 2011). 

There is also evidence of abnormalities of interhemispheric cooperation and 

connection in this patient population (Crow, 1998; Mohr et al., 2000). 

Other implicated WM structures (although implicated with less consistency), 

are the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (association fibers), body of the corpus 

callosum (callosal fibers), and the internal/external capsules (projection fibers) 
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(Cheung et al., 2008; Gasparotti et al., 2009; Kyriakopoulos et al., 2009; Pérez-

Iglesias et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011; White et al., 2009).  

 

1.5.2 DTI in Cannabis Use: Drug Effect 

Cannabis use is an often overlooked, yet likely important confounding factor 

in DTI studies of psychosis. As previously discussed, cannabis use is prevalent in the 

early phase psychosis population and likely plays a causal role in some psychotic 

disorders.  

Two DTI studies were retained in the review reporting on the effects of 

cannabis use in otherwise healthy participants, as eight studies with full-text review 

were excluded due to small sample sizes, and two were excluded due to concomitant 

alcohol and/or illicit drug use (Table 1; Table 2). One study (Gruber et al., 2013) 

assessed FA values in several WM regions. Decreased FA in cannabis users versus 

healthy controls was found in the genu of the corpus callosum and left internal 

capsule. Importantly, younger age at initiation of regular cannabis use was associated 

with greater severity of WM disruption among the cannabis users. In the other study 

(Zalesky et al., 2012), complex WM network measures assessed connectivity maps in 

the brain. Cannabis users displayed decreased connectivity in the splenium of the 

corpus callosum and right fimbria relative to controls. Once more, younger age at 

initiation of regular cannabis use (onset prior to age 16) was a key factor in 

determining the severity of WM disruption. Both of these studies postulated that early 

cannabis exposure has a detrimental neurobiological impact which is unique to the 

developing adolescent brain. 
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1.5.3 DTI in Early Phase Psychosis with Cannabis Use: Combined Illness and 

Drug Effects 

Only one DTI study was retained (see Table 1 and Table 2) assessing early phase 

psychosis with concurrent cannabis use in the review, designed with clear exclusion 

criteria for coexisting alcohol misuse and illicit drug use (James et al., 2011). Two 

other studies with full-text review were excluded due to concomitant alcohol and/or 

illicit drug use (Dekker et al., 2010; Peters et al., 2009). Of note, these two studies 

found evidence of higher FA values (reflecting greater WM integrity) in cannabis 

using patients with early phase psychosis compared to non-cannabis using patients 

(Dekker et al., 2010) as well as to healthy controls (Peters et al., 2009). This has led 

to the speculation that cannabis using patients with early phase psychosis may 

represent a distinct clinical subgroup with ‘hyperconnectiviy’, and perhaps less 

vulnerability to the illness as they develop psychosis after exposure to a significant 

amount of cannabis (a likely potential trigger of psychosis), whereas other patients 

develop psychosis even without this exposure (Dekker et al., 2010; Peters et al., 

2009). James et al. (2011), found significant widespread WM disruption (decreased 

FA) in patients relative to healthy controls. These WM abnormalities occurred in four 

of the five major WM tract families (Wakana et al., 2004), including the association, 

callosal, projection and brainstem fibers. Interestingly, a subgroup analysis showed 

that cannabis using patients had a widespread reduction of FA compared to non-

cannabis using patients. This evidence suggests that, when other drugs are controlled 

for, cannabis use may lead to deleterious WM abnormalities in people with early 
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phase psychosis. It is important to note however that this study focused on a very 

young population of patients with adolescent onset schizophrenia (aged 13 to 18 

years). Furthermore, although they controlled for recent substance misuse, there was 

no reported exclusion for lifetime history of alcohol or drug misuse, and no data 

presented on lifetime amounts of substance exposure. 

      

1.5.4 Conclusion 

By grouping the DTI findings in terms of the five major fiber tract families (Table 3), 

we see that association fiber tracts were most often affected in early phase psychosis, 

while limbic and brain stem families were the least frequently affected. In otherwise 

healthy cannabis users, deficits in WM tracts were found more frequently in callosal 

fibers, but also in projection and limbic fibers. In cannabis users with early phase 

psychosis, deficits in WM integrity were observed in all fiber tract families except for 

limbic fibers.  

These findings (Table 2) support the assumption that psychosis is associated 

with impairment in WM tissue early in the course of the illness, and that within this 

patient group, cannabis use may cause WM disruption especially when initiated in 

early adolescence. However, it is notable that this review found only one DTI study 

of early phase psychosis with concurrent cannabis use, designed with exclusion for 

active alcohol misuse and illicit drug use; and even this study failed to report or 

control for lifetime exposure to substances, and had limited generalizability as it 

focused only on those developing psychosis between the ages of 13 to 18 years old 

(James et al., 2011). Also noteworthy, is the paucity of available data investigating 
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the relationship between cannabis use, WM integrity and symptom/function measures 

in psychosis.  

Therefore, the present study is unique in that it excluded lifetime substance 

misuse, reported on (and assessed for) the impact of concomitant alcohol and 

cannabis use, and included a broader, and more generalizable, patient population. 

Furthermore, it extends previous findings by examining relationships between WM 

integrity and important clinical measures such as symptomatology and function. 

 

1.6 Study Objectives 

1.6.1 Purpose 

In summary, there is a high prevalence of cannabis use in early phase 

psychosis; cannabis exposure likely has a detrimental impact on both brain structure 

and function; and there is a paucity of evidence currently available investigating the 

interaction between cannabis and early phase psychosis. The purpose of this study 

was to expand the literature in this field by examining the impact of cannabis use on 

WM in patients with early phase psychosis. In order to accomplish this, we employed 

DTI to examine WM tracts in the full-brain as well as within the SLF as a region of 

particular interest (as discussed in section 1.5.1) in those individuals with early phase 

psychosis in comparison to healthy control participants. Using correlation analyses, 

we also wished to explore a potential relationship between a) the amount of lifetime 

cannabis exposure and b) the age at which cannabis use was initiated, with the mean 

FA (integrity) of WM (both at the full-brain level and within the SLF), in patients. 
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1.6.2 Hypotheses 

Primary Hypotheses 

1) It is hypothesized that people with early phase psychosis will have 

measurable abnormalities in full-brain and SLF WM, as measured by decreased mean 

FA values, compared to healthy controls with minimal cannabis exposure (less than 

10 lifetime occasions). 

2) It is hypothesized that the cumulative lifetime amount of cannabis usage 

will negatively correlate with mean FA values, both at the full-brain level and within 

the SLF in the patient group.  

3) It is hypothesized that the age at first cannabis exposure, will positively 

correlate with the mean FA values, both at the full-brain level and within the SLF in 

the patient group. 

Secondary Hypotheses 

It is expected that abnormalities in values from DTI indices (FA, MD, AxD, 

RaD), will be associated with greater severity of psychotic symptoms and poorer 

functioning. These findings are exploratory in nature and will be used to inform 

future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 – MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Power Analysis  

A priori power calculations were completed using the software package 

Gpower (Faul et al., 2007). Calculations used existing DTI data that reported mean 

FA in early phase psychosis populations (comparing mean FA in patients versus 

healthy controls). This data examined the same area of interest (left SLF), and 

indicated an effect size of d = 1 (Szeszko et al., 2008). With a 2-tailed alpha of .05 

and power of .8, an n of 17 subjects per comparison group would be required to find 

significant differences in mean FA.  

 

2.2 Participants 

This study initially included 42 participants, however due to data corruption 

(described in section 3.1) 40 participants were included in the final analysis: a) young 

adults in their early phase of psychosis (n = 18, mean age = 24.9), and b) cannabis-

naïve healthy controls (n = 22, mean age = 24.0) (Table 4). Based on the power 

calculations above, our sample size was adequately powered to detect significant 

between-group differences on the primary outcome measure (mean FA). Early phase 

psychosis was defined as less than five years from diagnosis of psychosis and 

initiation of appropriate medical treatment. Cannabis use history was determined via 

interview using a drug questionnaire based on the Structured Clinical Interview for 

DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID-I; see section 2.3 for full description) (First et al., 

2002). Non-cannabis users were defined as people who were cannabis-naive or who 

had very minimal experimentation with cannabis (lifetime use of less than 10 
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cannabis joints) (Gruber et al., 2011). Cumulative lifetime usage of cannabis was 

estimated in grams. 

Recruitment of patients with early phase psychosis, and between 19 – 35 years 

of age, was conducted at the Nova Scotia Early Psychosis Program (NSEPP). The 

NSEPP is an EIS for psychosis, treating youth and young adults from age 12 – 35 

years of age. Currently the NSEPP has approximately 300 individuals who are active 

in the clinic, with approximately 60 to 70% of them with a history of cannabis use. 

Diagnosis of patients was provided by the treating psychiatrist using DSM-IV-TR as 

per NSEPP protocol, and confirmed by consensus with the PI of the study and the 

Director of the NSEPP. Medications were obtained by patient history.  

Healthy controls were 19 – 35 years of age, with no lifetime diagnosis of 

psychiatric disorder, no medical comorbidities, taking no prescribed medications, and 

had no first degree relatives (sibling, mother, or father) with a lifetime diagnosis of 

psychosis or bipolar disorder. They had minimal cannabis exposure (defined above). 

Both the mean age, and the male to female gender ratio was similar to the patient 

group. They were recruited through websites and by poster advertisements.  

 All participants met MRI inclusion criteria as per the MRI safety checklist at 

the 1.5 Tesla scanner (see Table 5). 

 Other criteria applied to all participants included: exclusion of those with 

history or current substance abuse or dependence (as per DSM-IV-TR criteria) other 

than cannabis and nicotine abuse/dependence in the patient group; exclusion of those 

with a history of head injury with loss of consciousness or seizure; exclusion of those 

with a BMI below normal range (less than 18.5), or above class I obesity (above 35); 
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and participants had to be naïve or have had minimal experimentation with all other 

illicit drugs (less than 20 lifetime occasions for each drug). 

This study was approved by the Capital District Health Authority research 

ethics board as well as the Izaak Walton Killam (IWK) Hospital for Children’s 

research ethics board. The IWK ethics board approval was obtained solely due to the 

location of the MRI scanner being at the IWK. No subjects below the age of 19 years 

were recruited. 

 

2.3 Clinical Measures 

The following clinical measures were obtained from the study participants. 

The Structured Clinical Interview for the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders Axis-I (SCID-1) using DSM-IV-TR (fourth edition, text revision of DSM) 

criteria was administered to patients for diagnostic confirmation (First et al., 2002). 

DSM-IV-TR was used instead of the DSM-5 as this study began prior to the 

publication of DSM-5 (APA, 2013). The Mini International Neuropsychiatric 

Interview Screen (MINI screen 6.0.0), designed as a brief structured interview for the 

major Axis I psychiatric disorders in DSM-IV, was administered to healthy controls 

in order to rule out Axis I disorders (Sheehan et al., 1998). The Positive and Negative 

Syndrome Scale (PANSS) was administered to patients to assess current severity of 

psychotic symptoms (Kay et al., 1987; Van den Oord et al., 2006). The Personal and 

Social Performance scale (PSP) was used to measure personal and social functioning 

in patients across various domains (Morosini et al., 2000). Scores on the PSP have 

been correlated with severity of clinical symptoms and global function measures in 
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people with psychotic disorders. Current anxiety and depressive symptoms were 

measured in patients using the Hamilton Anxiety Scale (HAM-A) and the Calgary 

Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS) respectively (Addington et al., 1990; 

Maier et al., 1988). An author-compiled substance use questionnaire based on the 

SCID-I  as well as elements of the Timeline Followback (TLFB) method was 

administered to all participants in order to collect detailed information about past 

history and current use of a large variety of illicit substances, alcohol and nicotine 

(Sobell et al., 1996). In particular, unlike previous studies in the literature, each 

participant’s drug use history was chronicled, beginning with age and pattern of first 

use, up to and including present use, for each class of drug (e.g. tobacco, cannabis, 

opiates, alcohol, etc.). In this way estimates were produced for cumulative lifetime 

amounts of substance use as well as age of onset and pattern of substance use. The 

Screen for Cognitive Impairment in Psychiatry (SCIP) was administered to all 

participants to assess five cognitive domains: working memory, immediate verbal 

learning, delayed verbal learning, verbal fluency, and psychomotor speed. There is 

support for criterion validity for each subscale of this test, as well as evidence that the 

global score provides an efficient metric for detection of impairment in patients 

versus healthy controls (Pino et al., 2006; Purdon, 2005). Finally, the Edinburgh 

Handedness Inventory was administered, a quantitative scale to assess handedness 

supported by the known distribution of values in a normal population (Oldfield, 

1971). Handedness is an important variable to measure, as there is evidence that it can 

have an impact on WM microstructure as measured with DTI, in particular with 

regards to brain lateralization (Fujiwara et al., 2007; Westerhausen et al., 2004) 
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2.4 DTI Acquisition and Data Analysis 

Neuroimaging data was acquired with a GE 1.5 Tesla scanner equipped with a 

multichannel head coil. Scans were acquired using a gradient-echo, echo planar pulse 

sequence supplied by the manufacturer. A localizer scan was acquired to determine 

where the imaging slices should be placed and for general alignment of the scan 

plane. A calibration scan was acquired to smooth out variations between the scanning 

coils. A T1-weighted structural scan was acquired from each participant using a 

SPGR pulse sequence with a 256 x 256 matrix, 162 slices, 1 mm isotropic resolution, 

TR = 11.3 s; TE = 4.2 ms; flip angle = 20 degrees. Diffusion weighted images were 

collected using the following parameters: 60 axial slices; TR = 8.5 s; TE = 80‐90 ms; 

flip angle 90 degrees; 54 noncollinear diffusion weighting directions with a b‐factor 

of 1000 s/mm2; six acquisitions with a b‐factor approximately 0 s/mm2; 256 x 256 

acquisition matrix; 260 mm field of view, generating 1.02 x 1.02 x 3 mm3 voxels (see 

Table 6). 

Analyses were performed using Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) 

Software Library (FSL) (Smith et al., 2004). T1-weighted structural images were 

skull-stripped using FMRIB’s Brain Extraction Tool (BET), followed by manually 

removing any remaining voxels belonging to skull/meninges. FMRIB's Automated 

Segmentation Tool (FAST), was then applied to this image to segment the brain 

image into different tissue types, as well as to correct for variations in spatial 

intensities (Y. Zhang et al., 2001).   
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DTI data was processed and analyzed using FSL’s Diffusion Toolbox (FDT). 

The raw images were visually inspected for motion artifacts and image corruption. 

After separating all volumes from the 4D DTI dataset, the first 6 volumes (b=0) were 

averaged in order to improve signal-to-noise ratio. BET was used to eliminate all non-

brain tissue. Eddy current correction and simple head motion correction were 

completed using affine registration to the reference volume. The diffusion tensor 

model was then fit to each anatomical voxel (the smallest volumetric unit of MR 

images) using DTIFIT.  

The WM tract of particular interest in this study was the left SLF as this has 

been strongly implicated in playing a role in psychosis (as explained in section 1.5.1), 

and additionally has been the WM region to more consistently demonstrate FA 

abnormalities. Therefore, this region was chosen as the volume of interest (VOI). The 

VOI mask was calculated from the headers of the raw image acquired during image 

acquisition (see Figure 3 for images of VOI). A transformation matrix was calculated 

and the T1 image space was registered to the DTI image space using FMRIB’s Linear 

Image Registration Tool (FLIRT). A VOI WM mask was created by selecting only 

the voxels within the VOI corresponding to the WM tissue type, which was then also 

registered into DTI space. Finally, the DTI outcome measures were then calculated 

for the full-brain WM mask as well as the VOI WM mask (Figure 4 illustrates a 

color-coded FA map).  

 

2.5 DTI Statistical Analysis 
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 Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS version 20. Statistical 

analyses were two-tailed with alpha set as p < .05 unless otherwise specified. Data 

were visually inspected for outliers, boxplots were used, and a cutoff of  +/- 3 SDs to 

identify extreme values. Independent samples t-tests were done to compare mean FA 

values in patients versus non-cannabis using healthy controls, at both the full-brain 

level as well as within the VOI (left SLF)(Table 7).  

Pearson’s correlation was used to assess a potential relationship between 

cumulative lifetime cannabis use and mean FA value (VOI and full brain) in the 

patient group (n = 18). Spearman’s was also used in order to add complimentary 

correlation information to account for the limited sample size (i.e. less than n = 30), 

and in the case that parametric assumptions were not met. Spearman’s rho was used 

to assess a potential relationship between age of onset of cannabis use and mean FA 

value (VOI and full brain). The data representing the age of onset of cannabis use had 

to be ranked (and therefore analyzed non-parametrically) as assigning zero to the 

patients who had never smoked cannabis would skew the data rendering the 

correlations inaccurate. Follow-up partial correlation analyses were used to control 

for the effects of alcohol as a potentially confounding variable given that it has 

previously been associated with changes in diffusion measures (Baker et al., 2013).  

For exploratory analyses within the patient group (n = 18), bivariate 

correlations were computed between the four full-brain and VOI DTI measurements 

on the one hand, and the following clinical variables on the other hand (see Tables 8 – 

11): Illness effects (duration of illness); cognitive measures (SCIP); 

symptom/function measures (PANSS, PSP, HAM-A and Calgary depression scores); 
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substance use measures (cannabis age of onset and cumulative lifetime usage; alcohol 

age of onset and cumulative lifetime usage; tobacco cumulative lifetime usage; 

antipsychotic use). Again, given the relatively small sample size in this study, both 

parametric (Pearson’s r) and non-parametric (Spearman’s rho) correlations were used, 

to avoid leverage effects of a few data points, which could lead to spurious 

correlations when measured parametrically. Given this situation of multiple 

comparisons, the threshold for true statistical significance was set at p < .01 for each 

type of correlation (parametric and non-parametric), for a specific comparison to be 

considered for full discussion. However, given these correlations are exploratory in 

nature, correlations at the p < .05 level are also mentioned for the purposes of 

informing future work.  

Finally, in the case that there was a correlation of true statistical significance 

between one of the clinical variables and the diffusion measures, that particular 

clinical variable was then included as a covariate in a follow-up between-group 

comparison of mean FA between patients and controls as it may have confounding 

effects on the primary outcome measure. These results were also reported in Table 7. 
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CHAPTER 3 – Results 

3.1 Clinical and Demographic Variables 

On visual inspection of the raw image data, two subjects were excluded from 

the study due to missing/corrupted DICOM data (one from the patient group and one 

from the healthy control group). Therefore the total number of subjects included in 

the analysis was 18 patients and 22 healthy controls (see Table 4). For 

clinical/demographic variables that were at least interval level data, the means were 

compared between healthy controls and the clinical group using independent-sample 

t-tests. Means and standard deviations for both groups are presented in Table 4, as a 

function of group. A Levene test for equality of error variances was conducted to 

assess between-group differences in variance around the mean; variances that differed 

between groups included lifetime number of occasions of cannabis use (p = .000), 

cumulative lifetime cannabis use (p = .000), cumulative lifetime drinks (p =.002), 

lifetime number of cigarettes (.000), SCIP-global (p = .027), SCIP-VLT_I (p = .018), 

and SCIP-WMT (p = .019). For these variables, tests with appropriately adjusted 

degrees of freedom were used. Variances did not differ between groups on any other 

demographic/clinical measure. The t-tests that showed significant between-group 

differences included: Years of education (greater in controls, p = .003), BMI (greater 

in patients, p = .017), weight (greater in patients, p = .046), lifetime cannabis use – 

occasions (greater in patients p = .002), lifetime cannabis use – cumulative amount 

(greater in patients, p = .011), lifetime number of cigarettes (greater in patients, p = 

.023), other illicit drug use – lifetime occasions (greater in patients, p = .018) SCIP-

global (greater in controls, p = .007), SCIP-VLT_I (greater in controls, p = .022), 
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SCIP-WMT (greater in controls, p = .009), and SCIP-PST (greater in controls, p = 

.004). The differences in lifetime cannabis use (occasions and cumulative amount) 

was an effect resulting from the study design, as healthy controls were screened out 

for cannabis and illicit drug use. There were no other between-group differences 

found. 

 

3.2 Effect of Early Phase Psychosis (Hypothesis 1) 

  The first pass method of identifying outlying and missing data was completed 

by plotting all of the raw data in the form of scatterplots. Also, an analysis using a 

cutoff of +/- 3 SDs, identified one subject (from the healthy control group) with 

abnormally high (outlying) mean RaD and mean MD values in the VOI. As would be 

expected, this corresponded to the mean FA value being the lowest of all mean FA 

values; therefore this subject was removed from DTI calculations. Thus, final group 

sample sizes for testing hypothesis 1 were: patients (n = 18), and controls (n = 21). 

This did not affect testing of the other hypotheses as these were all tests within the 

patient group. 

An independent samples t-test was conducted to evaluate group differences in 

full-brain mean FA. The t-statistic was not significant, t(37) = -1.139, p = .262, r = 

.184, showing that the two groups did not differ in mean full-brain FA. Means, 

standard deviations, t-statistics and p values are presented in Table 7, as a function of 

group.  

A second independent samples t-test was conducted to evaluate group 

differences in VOI (left SLF) mean FA. The t-statistic was not significant, t(37) = -
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.635, p = .529, r = .104, showing that the two groups did not differ in mean VOI FA. 

Means, standard deviations, t-statistics and p values are presented in Table 7, as a 

function of group.  

Follow-up ANCOVAs were calculated (see Table 7) due to significant 

associations that were found between age of onset of alcohol use and mean full-brain 

FA (see section 3.4.4) as well as cumulative lifetime cannabis use and mean VOI FA 

(see section 3.3.1). After controlling for these variables, there was still no significant 

difference found between patients and healthy controls in mean full-brain FA, F 

(1,36) = 1.079, p = .306. There was, however, a trend-level effect found in mean VOI 

FA, F(1,36) = 3.847, p = .058 with a small to moderate effect size of partial η2 = 

.097. Both cumulative lifetime cannabis use (p = .006) and age of onset of alcohol (p 

= .002) were confirmed to be significant covariates in the ANCOVA analysis. 

 

3.3 Associations: Cannabis Use and DTI Measures (Hypotheses 2&3) 

3.3.1 Correlation Between Lifetime Cannabis Use and Mean FA 

In the patient group (n = 18), there was a significant positive relationship 

between the cumulative lifetime amount of cannabis use and mean FA in the VOI 

(left SLF), r = .61, p  = .008 (see Table 9). This corresponds to 37% of the variance in 

mean FA of the VOI being accounted for by the lifetime amount of cannabis use. This 

relationship remained significant after controlling for alcohol as analyzed using 

partial correlation with age of onset of alcohol and cumulative lifetime drinks added 

as control factors, rpartial = .74, p = .006.  There was no significant relationship 

between the cumulative lifetime amount of cannabis use and mean FA of the full 
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brain WM (see Table 11). There was no significant relationship between cumulative 

lifetime amount of cannabis use and mean FA in the full-brain or within the VOI as 

measured by Spearman’s rho (see Tables 8 and 10) 

On inspection of the raw data, the scatter plot of lifetime cannabis use on the 

X-axis and mean FA on the Y-axis, revealed 2 outlying data points corresponding to 

2 patients whose lifetime cannabis use was significantly greater than the rest of the 

patient group. When the Pearson correlation was re-run excluding these 2 subjects, 

there was no significant correlation found between cumulative lifetime cannabis use 

and mean VOI FA, r = .062, p = .818.   

 

3.3.2 Correlation Between Age of Onset of Cannabis Use and Mean FA 

In the patient group (n = 18) the age of onset of cannabis use was not 

significantly correlated with mean FA in the VOI or with mean full-brain FA (see 

Tables 8 and 10).  

Also of note, in cannabis using patients with available data (n = 13), the age of 

onset of cannabis use positively correlated with the age of illness onset, Pearson’s r = 

.625, p = .023. However when measured non-parametrically, this correlation was non-

significant, rs = .235, p = .439. 

 

3.4 Exploratory Analyses 

3.4.1 Illness Effects 

There was no significant relationship between the duration of illness and mean 

VOI diffusion measures (Tables 8 and 9). 
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It is notable that there was a significant negative correlation between the 

duration of illness and mean full-brain FA, rs = -.668, p = .002, accounting for 45% of 

the variance in the full-brain mean FA (Table 10). There was also a significant 

positive correlation between duration of illness and mean full-brain RaD, rs = .588, p 

= .010, accounting for 35% of the variance in the full-brain mean RaD (Table 10). 

When measured parametrically, both of these correlations were found to be non-

significant at the p < .01 level, but were found to be significant at the p < .05 level, r 

= -.482, p = .043, and r = .474, p = .047, respectively (Table 11). No other full-brain 

diffusion measures were significantly correlated with duration of illness. 

 

3.4.2 Cognitive Measures 

There was a significant relationship found between SCIP-VFT and mean AxD 

within the VOI, rs = .521, p = .027. There was also a positive correlation found 

between SCIP-PST and mean AxD at the level of the full-brain, rs = .489, p =  .039. 

All other correlations (both Pearson’s and Spearman’s) between SCIP measures 

(global index and subtest scores) and diffusion measures (Full brain and VOI) were 

non-significant (Tables 8 – 11). 

 

3.4.3 Symptom/Function Measures 

The PANSS-G was found to have a significant positive correlation with mean 

full-brain FA values, rs = .482, p = .043. Other PANSS scores were not significantly 

related to any of the DTI measures (Full brain or VOI).  
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The PSP score had a significant negative correlation with mean full-brain FA 

values, r = -.508, p = .031, and a positive correlation with mean full-brain RaD, r = 

.491, p = .039. Both of these correlations were also found to be significant using 

Spearman’s, rs = -.477, p = .045, and rs = .503, p = .033 respectively. There were no 

other significant correlations between PSP and diffusion measures.  

In addition, the CDSS scores were found to be significantly positively 

correlated with mean VOI MD, rs = .541, p = .02, as well as with mean full-brain FA, 

r = .505, p = .033. CDSS scores did not significantly correlate with any other 

diffusion measures.   

HAM-A scores were not significantly correlated with DTI measures (Full 

Brain or VOI) (Tables 8 – 11). 

 

3.4.4 Substance Use Measures 

There was an inverse relationship between cumulative lifetime amount of 

cannabis use and mean VOI RaD, r = -.625, p = .006, accounting for 39% of the 

variance of the mean VOI RaD (Table 9). There was also a significant negative 

correlation with lifetime cannabis use and mean MD within the VOI, r = -.494, p = 

.037. There was no significant correlation between cumulative lifetime cannabis use 

and the other VOI or full-brain DTI measures (Tables 8 – 11).  

Of note, a significant correlation was found between the age of onset of 

regular alcohol use and mean full-brain FA, r = .70, p = .005, accounting for 49% of 

the variance in mean full-brain FA (Table 11). This correlation was also significant at 

the p < .05 level when measured non-parametrically, rs = .630, p = .016 (Table 10). 
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This relationship remained significant after controlling for cannabis use as analyzed 

using partial correlation with cumulative lifetime cannabis exposure as a control 

factor, rpartial = .706, p = .007. At the p < .05 level, there were also correlations 

between age of onset of alcohol use and both mean MD and RaD, rs = -.610, p = .021, 

and rs = -.628, p = .016. For RaD, this association was also significant as measured by 

Pearson’s, r = -.623, p = .017. There was no other significant relationship between 

age of onset of regular alcohol use and DTI measures. Furthermore, there was no 

relationship between cumulative lifetime amount of alcohol and DTI measures.  

Lifetime number of cigarettes, mean daily antipsychotic dose, and duration of 

treatment with antipsychotics all did not significantly correlate with the DTI measures 

(Tables 8 – 11). 

 

3.5 Results Summary 

In summary, with regards to hypothesis 1, there was trend-level evidence of 

decreased mean VOI FA in early phase psychosis (but no difference in mean full-

brain FA). With regards to hypothesis 2, findings indicated that greater lifetime 

cannabis exposure was associated with increased mean FA values; a relationship 

opposite to what was expected. Finally, there was also no evidence found to support 

hypothesis 3, with no association found between age of onset of cannabis use and 

mean FA values (full-brain and within the left SLF).  

Regarding the secondary hypothesis (exploratory analyses), there was a 

significant effect of illness as a longer duration of illness was associated with 

decreased mean FA at the full-brain level. Exploration of cognitive measures revealed 
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that SCIP-VFT and SCIP-PST were positively correlated with mean AxD values. In 

terms of symptom/function measures PANSS-G was positively correlated with mean 

full-brain FA; PSP was negatively correlated with mean full-brain FA and positively 

correlated with mean full-brain RaD; and greater CDSS scores were associated with 

greater mean VOI MD and mean full-brain FA. Finally, with regards to substance 

use, cumulative lifetime cannabis use was negatively correlated with mean VOI MD 

and mean VOI RaD; and at the level of the full-brain, younger age of onset of regular 

alcohol use was associated with decreased mean FA, increased mean MD and 

increased mean RaD. 
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CHAPTER 4 – Discussion 

The present study is aimed at examining the impact of cannabis use on WM in 

patients with early phase psychosis. There are a paucity of DTI studies in this area, 

and failing to control for concomitant alcohol and illicit drug misuse has limited the 

specificity and utility of existing data. In this DTI study, we were able to control for 

these factors. Another aim of this study was to replicate existing DTI data supporting 

the disconnectivity hypothesis of psychosis (Cookey et al., 2014; Luck et al., 2011), 

namely to confirm the existence of WM microstructural changes in the brain as 

measured by decreased FA values in patients compared to healthy controls.  

 

4.1 Primary Outcome Measures 

4.1.1 Effect of Early Phase Psychosis (Hypothesis 1) 

A review of existing DTI studies suggests that WM changes in early phase 

psychosis seem to occur throughout the brain, as opposed to any one specific region. 

On analysis of all the WM tract families that have been shown to be affected, the 

association fibers (which include the SLF) are affected most (Cookey et al, 2014). 

Therefore, it was hypothesized that people with early phase psychosis would have 

measurable WM abnormalities at the full-brain level as well as within the SLF as a 

specific region of interest, compared to healthy controls with minimal cannabis 

exposure. However, we failed to find group-level evidence supporting these findings 

as our analysis revealed no significant difference in mean VOI FA and mean full-

brain FA between patients and healthy controls. Although these findings do not 

support our hypothesis, they are not completely unexpected as there are considerably 
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mixed findings in the literature with approximately 28% of DTI studies of early phase 

psychosis finding no significant WM changes as measured by FA (Cookey at al, 

2014). These findings suggests that at both the specific VOI (left SLF) as well as the 

whole brain level, there is no DTI evidence of abnormalities in WM microstructure 

associated with early phase psychosis; a finding that would not support the 

disconnectivity hypothesis (Davis et al., 2003; Friston and Frith, 1995). Although this 

between-group effect was not significant, this effect might have proven significant 

with a larger sample size, given that the effect sizes were small and therefore would 

require greater power to find group differences (r = .184 and r = .104 for mean full-

brain and VOI FA respectively). Additionally, our control group was specifically 

chosen to exclude cannabis users, so the testing of hypothesis 1 was between patients 

(a mix of cannabis users and non-users), and non-cannabis using healthy controls. 

Given the fact that cumulative cannabis use was found to positively correlate with 

mean FA values within the VOI, this may have increased the mean FA in the patient 

group thus reducing the between group effect of the illness itself. Indeed the follow-

up ANCOVA of the mean VOI FA with the inclusion of cumulative cannabis 

exposure as a covariate revealed trend-level evidence of decreased FA values in the 

patient group as well as an increase in the effect size from η2 = .034 to η2 = .097. 

 

4.1.2 Effect of Cannabis Use (Hypothesis 2 & 3) 

Although data is limited, existing evidence indicates that cannabis use may be 

associated with WM abnormalities both in healthy controls and in patients with early 

phase psychosis (Cookey et al., 2014). It was hypothesized in this study, that 
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cumulative lifetime amount of cannabis usage would negatively correlate with mean 

FA values in the patient group (hypothesis 2). The results showed that there was a 

significant positive relationship between the cumulative lifetime amount of cannabis 

use and mean FA in patients in the VOI (left SLF). That is, for patients, the greater 

the amount of cannabis exposure, the greater the mean FA value. This suggests that, 

in direct opposition to hypothesis 2, cannabis use may be associated with increased 

WM integrity in the left SLF, a novel finding. There was however no relationship 

found between cumulative exposure to cannabis and mean FA value at the level of the 

full-brain. This would indicate that there may be specific families of WM tracts that 

are more vulnerable to the effects of cannabis than others. 

Two previous studies have also found evidence of increased WM integrity as 

measured by increased FA in WM, in cannabis using patients with early phase 

psychosis compared to non-cannabis using patients. However because the effects of 

hard drug and alcohol use were not controlled for, conclusions could not be drawn 

about the specific effects of cannabis exposure (Dekker et al., 2010; Peters et al., 

2009). The present study excluded those with substance misuse so that there was no 

major confounding effects due to hard drugs or alcohol. In addition, the relationship 

between cumulative lifetime amount of cannabis use and mean FA in the VOI 

remained significant even after controlling for alcohol use. 

The present study is also different from these previous findings, in that both a 

full-brain and VOI specific approach linked with clinical variables were employed. In 

particular, the VOI (left SLF) was chosen using a clinically driven hypothesis based 

on previous evidence from both neuroimaging studies as well as clinical studies 
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(Goldman-Rakic, 1994; Karlsgodt et al., 2008). Peters et al (2009), on the other hand, 

explored specific VOIs including: corpus callosum, frontal WM, parieto-occipital 

WM, internal capsule, uncinate fasciculus, arcuate fasciculus and the dorsal 

cingulum; however this study did not examine areas based on clinical findings. 

Dekker et al (2010), used DTI to examine full-brain WM, but also did not explore 

potential links between DTI findings and clinically relevant variables.  

One potential interpretation of these findings may be that the increased mean 

FA represents the direct effect of cannabis use on WM in the brain. In this case, 

increasing the WM integrity. As mentioned in section (1.5.3), another potential 

explanation for these findings is that patients with early phase psychosis who use 

cannabis heavily, may represent a distinct subgroup of patients with a greater 

propensity to seek out and use cannabis. It may be that this subgroup has increased 

WM integrity as a neurocellular biomarker relative to non-cannabis using patients.  

Future studies could employ a longitudinal study design in order to differentiate 

between these two possibilities: 1) cannabis causing increased WM integrity versus, 

2) pre-existing increased WM integrity associated with increased propensity to seek 

out and use cannabis. Yet another interpretation, in light of the finding of no 

significant association when the outlying data from two subjects were removed from 

the analysis, is that there may not be any association between lifetime amount of 

cannabis use and microstructural WM in the brain. If this was the case, it may help 

explain the variability of findings in the literature as there have been studies finding 

increased FA with cannabis use (Dekker et al., 2010; Peters et al., 2009) as well as 

decreased FA with cannabis use in this patient population (James et al., 2011).  
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It is important to note that there is currently no clear explanation with regards 

to the specific underlying microstructural changes implicated with a finding of 

increased mean FA values. It may reflect increased myelination, a crossing of axonal 

fibers, increased packing density of axons or even changes in axonal diameters. Also, 

it is unclear whether this increase is something that improves the function in these 

WM tracts, or causes dysfunction. For example there have been findings of increased 

FA values in other clinical populations (e.g. mood disorders) which would suggest 

that increased FA values (like decreased FA) may also reflect dysfunctional changes 

in WM microstructure (Sexton et al., 2009).   

Also of note is the finding that within our sample, when measured non-

parametrically, cumulative lifetime cannabis use was not found to be correlated with 

mean FA, neither at the full-brain level nor within the VOI. This may suggest that 

given the limited sample size, some of the more extreme data points within the 

sample could have disproportionately swayed the results to show a larger correlation; 

and that these leverage effects were then negated by using ranked data. For these 

reasons, future studies with larger sample sizes will be required to clarify this 

relationship. 

It was also hypothesized that the age at first cannabis exposure, would 

positively correlate with the mean FA values in the patient group (hypothesis 3). This 

idea is born out of previous work indicating that the earlier the exposure to cannabis 

the greater the detrimental impact may be on the brain (Casadio et al., 2011; Malone 

et al., 2010). The results showed that age at first exposure was not related to mean FA 

values either at the VOI or the full-brain level, in patients with early phase psychosis. 
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This would suggest that the age at which one is exposed to cannabis may not 

significantly impact the brain’s WM in those who have early phase psychosis. 

Although this runs counter to the prevailing hypotheses in the literature, there is 

actually limited direct DTI evidence of a detrimental impact specifically due to earlier 

age of onset of cannabis use on WM microstructure in this patient population.  

Dekker et al (2010) was the one DTI study that did compare early (< 15 years old) 

versus late (> 17 years old) onset cannabis use in patients with early phase psychosis. 

However, they did not find any differences between these two groups. The results of 

the present study replicate the findings of Dekker et al (2010) and advance this work 

by improving the specificity as confounding effects of alcohol and illicit substance 

misuse were controlled for.  

On the other hand, the fact that age of onset of cannabis use was positively 

correlated with age of onset of psychosis, suggests that there may be a significant 

effect of cannabis whereby the earlier one is exposed to cannabis, the more 

detrimental the effect as manifested by earlier onset of illness. Caution must be used 

when interpreting this finding however as this correlation was not significant when 

measured non-parametrically, and may be due to leverage effects of outlying data. 

Alternatively, it may be a true effect that non-parametric testing was unable to detect 

given the limited power compared to parametric testing. 

 This potential correlation between age of onset of cannabis use and age of 

illness onset, is consistent with prior literature, and may indicate that despite there be 

a significant negative impact of earlier cannabis use clinically, this may not 

necessarily be reflected at the level of WM microstructure as measured via DTI. It is 
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also notable that on average, patients in this study began using cannabis 7.1 years 

prior to the time that their illness was diagnosed. This finding would call into 

question the theory that individuals with psychosis use cannabis in order to treat or 

self-medicate their symptoms, as one would expect that cannabis use should follow 

symptom onset rather than preceed it (Blanchard et al., 2000).  

 

4.2 Exploratory analyses 

Exploratory analysis was done in order to explore the relationships between the four 

full-brain and VOI DTI measurements on the one hand (FA, MD, RaD, and AxD), 

and a number of clinical variables that were collected as part of the assessment. The 

following findings are not hypothesis driven and should be interpreted as preliminary 

in nature only. 

 

4.2.1 Illness Effects 

There have been several DTI studies with evidence of WM microstructural 

abnormalities, as measured by decreased FA values, in those with early phase 

psychosis compared to healthy controls (Cookey et al., 2014; Peters et al., 2010). 

Therefore we expected that patients with a longer duration of illness would likely 

have decreased mean FA values. Our findings showed a significant correlation 

between duration of illness (measured in months) and mean FA (negative correlation) 

and RaD (positive correlation) values at the full-brain level; however, no correlation 

was found within the VOI. This result supports the hypothesis that the duration of 

psychosis itself may have a detrimental impact on WM microstructure, widespread 
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throughout the brain, which can be detected even at an early stage in the illness. The 

fact FA and RaD, and not AxD or MD, were significantly affected, would suggest a 

potential abnormality in myelination, more so than other microstructural changes 

such as axonal damage or packing density (Baker et al., 2013). Other illnesses with a 

similar pattern of findings (decreased FA, and increased RaD) include multiple 

sclerosis and Alzheimer’s Disease among others (Alexander et al., 2007).   

  

4.2.2 Cognitive Measures 

There is limited data linking DTI measures to cognitive functioning in early phase 

psychosis literature. However, given that patients have been found to have 

abnormalities in a number of cognitive domains (on average 1.5 standard deviations 

below normal) compared to healthy controls (Bilder et al., 2000), it would be 

reasonable to hypothesize that some of these abnormalities may have observable 

microstructural correlates as measured by DTI. Our findings however show no 

significant correlations at the p < .01 level between cognitive functioning as measured 

using the SCIP, and any of the diffusion measures either at the full brain level or 

within the VOI. This may be due to lack of power with our relatively small sample 

size, because there are significant correlations with a moderate magnitude effect at 

the p < .05 level. Namely, the SCIP-VFT was positively correlated with mean VOI 

AxD, and the SCIP-PST was positively correlated with mean full-brain AxD. It is 

worthwhile noting here that these isolated increases in AxD may reflect increased 

axonal caliber and/or orientation in WM tracts. However, caution must be taken when 

interpreting these findings as these correlations were not statistically significant when  
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measured parametrically. This calls into question the existence of this association or 

alternatively may suggest that these relationships are non-linear as Pearson’s tests 

only for a linear relationship.  

Otherwise, the relatively limited associations between cognitive measures and 

WM microstructure may also, in part, be due to the fact that changes in diffusion 

values can be very small, and so in order to detect WM changes related to specific 

cognitive functions, it may be necessary to employ targeted, smaller VOI’s 

corresponding to areas of the brain known to be involved in each of these cognitive 

domains separately. For example, if a cognitive task (e.g. task involving 

interhemispheric cooperation) is known to involve a specific WM tract (e.g. splenium 

of the corpus callosum), targeting only the splenium would reduce the size of the VOI 

thereby limiting variability and making any changes in mean FA within that VOI 

more likely to be detected (Alexander et al., 2007).  

 

4.2.3 Symptom/Function Measures 

There is also limited data linking DTI measures to clinical symptomatology 

and social functioning in early phase psychosis. Given the wide variation in clinical 

presentation of these patients, as well as the variability in the DTI literature itself, it 

may be that certain symptom clusters (e.g. positive symptoms versus negative 

symptoms) may be associated with WM microstructure in different ways thus 

impacting the results in the existing DTI literature. In fact, there is currently evidence 

in the chronic psychosis literature that there may be increased WM integrity (as 

measured by increased FA) in certain WM tracts related to auditory areas (e.g. arcuate 
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fasciculus) in patients with significant auditory hallucinations, compared to patients 

without these symptoms (Mulert et al., 2012; Shergill et al., 2007). However, the 

results of the present study revealed no significant correlations at the p < .01 level, 

between symptom/function measures and any DTI outcome measures either at the full 

brain level or within the VOI.  

Of note, however, there were some associations found at the p < .05 level. 

Within the left SLF, there was evidence that depression scores were positively 

correlated with mean MD, which would indicate abnormal WM pathology. However, 

MD alone is fairly non-specific, with a number of different potential pathologies 

causing changes to either the axons themselves or the surrounding myelin. Also, this 

correlation was not found to be significant when measured non-parametrically which 

may reflect leverage effects of extreme values within this sample, or alternatively this 

may be due to the lower power-efficiency inherent in non-parametric statistical 

testing. At the full-brain level, it was found that as PANSS-G scores increased, so did 

mean FA scores. This would imply that increased general symptomatology is 

associated with increased WM integrity. This finding is out of keeping with existing 

literature, but should be included in future investigation. Also, given that this 

correlation was non-significant when measured parametrically, this calls into question 

the existence of this association or alternatively may suggest that these relationships 

are non-linear as Pearson’s tests only for a linear relationship.  With larger sample 

size and sub-group analysis, it may be that certain symptoms now viewed within the 

general psychopathology sub-test influence (or are influenced by) WM 

microstructure. Also, at the full brain level, there was evidence of WM changes in 
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association with the PSP scores. The directionality of this association (negative 

correlation with mean FA and positive correlation with mean RaD), would suggest 

that the higher the level of social functioning, the less WM integrity at the level of the 

full brain. Again, this finding is counter-intuitive, with no clear rationale available in 

existing literature, but would warrant future investigation. 

 In this study, symptomatology did not seem to have strong associations with 

underlying WM microstructure. It is particularly interesting that PANSS scores (other 

that PANSS-G) were not found to be related to WM microstructural abnormalities, 

particularly because duration of illness did have a significant association with WM. 

However, it is possible that we failed to find any significant relationships at the p < 

.01 level due to a combination of small sample size as well as the fact that clinical 

measures can be somewhat subjective and non-specific and therefore may not have 

clear, measurable associations with underlying neurological tissue as measured using 

current DTI technology. For instance, it may be that the underlying neurological 

processes associated with specific symptomatology are either too small to be detected 

with the present sample size, or perhaps may be functional (rather than structural) in 

nature, thus not readily detectable using DTI measures. Also, the PANSS scores in 

our sample were relatively low (see Table 4) when compared to average PANSS 

scores in the literature, corresponding to fairly low clinical severity (Kay et al., 1987; 

Leucht et al., 2005). So another possibility could be that the effects that clinical 

symptomatology might otherwise have on WM, was limited within this particular 

sample. 
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4.2.4 Substance Use Measures 

 There is growing evidence that adolescent substance misuse can detrimentally 

impact WM microstructure in the developing brain. In particular alcohol and cannabis 

(two of the most commonly misused substances), have been shown to cause WM 

abnormalities as measured by DTI in a number of studies (Baker et al., 2013; Bava et 

al., 2013). Generally, these abnormalities have been reflected by findings of 

decreased FA values in various WM areas. There have also been the opposite findings 

(increased FA) (Baker et al., 2013), which may also reflect a detrimental change in 

WM microstructure given there have been findings of increased FA associated with 

other clinical populations (e.g. affective disorders) (Sexton et al., 2009) , however this 

remains unclear. Our findings demonstrate a significant negative correlation between 

cumulative lifetime amount of cannabis use and mean RaD and MD in the VOI, such 

that the more cannabis exposure a patient had, the lower the mean RaD and MD 

values. These findings, in combination with the above mentioned finding of increased 

mean VOI FA with greater lifetime cannabis use (discussed with hypothesis 2), 

would suggest increased WM integrity, most likely reflecting a process related to 

axonal myelination within the left SLF. Of note, when tested non-parametrically, this 

association was not found to be significant. This may reflect leverage effects of 

extreme values within this sample, or alternatively this may be due to the lower 

power-efficiency inherent in non-parametric statistical testing.    

Our results also showed a significant positive correlation (as measured 

parametrically and non-parametrically) between the age of onset of regular alcohol 

use and mean full brain FA. This suggests that the earlier that one begins regularly 
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drinking alcohol ( ≥ one occasion per week), the more significant the deficits in WM 

integrity in the brain. This seems to be a generalized effect as this was found at the 

level of the full brain (and not within the VOI). This particular association was found 

to be very strong, with age of onset of regular alcohol use explaining almost half 

(49%) of the variance found in mean full brain FA. This relationship may reflect an 

effect of early alcohol use on the developing brain, or alternatively may represent a 

biomarker of a propensity to use alcohol from an early age. This association also 

remained significant after controlling for cannabis use, which increases confidence 

that this finding is a true effect.  

 

4.3 Summary 

In summary, regarding our first hypothesis, there was a trend-level decrease 

found in mean VOI FA in patients compared to healthy controls, with no difference 

found at the level of the full-brain. Although a significant minority of studies have 

had similar findings, the results of this study may also represent a lack of power 

resulting from small group sample sizes given the low magnitude of effect size (as 

discussed in section 4.1.1). In regards to the second hypothesis, there was evidence of 

an effect of cumulative lifetime cannabis exposure on WM microstructure in our 

patient group, however in the opposite direction to what was hypothesized based on 

much of the previous literature. It remains unclear whether these findings reflect a 

true effect whereby cannabis exposure increases WM integrity, or whether those who 

smoke cannabis more heavily represent a clinically distinct, and perhaps more 

resilient, subgroup of patients who develop psychosis only after being exposed to 
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larger amounts of cannabis (which represents a potential trigger of the illness). We 

did not find support for our third hypothesis, and so did not find evidence that the age 

at which patients begin to use cannabis has any impact on WM microstructure as 

measured using DTI. Again, the limiting factor was likely our small sample size thus 

reducing the power to find a relationship (if such a relationship exists). 

Finally, exploration of the data revealed some interesting findings. First, of 

note, within the patient group, the duration of illness was found to be correlated with 

a decreased mean FA at the level of the full brain, which would suggest a globalized 

detrimental effect of the illness over time on WM integrity. This would lend support 

the hypothesis that the duration of psychosis itself may be associated with WM 

deficits. Secondly, we found evidence that along with a positive correlation with 

mean FA, a negative correlation with mean RaD and MD was also associated with 

cumulative lifetime cannabis exposure. This pattern of findings (increased FA and 

decreased RaD/MD) suggests an increase in WM integrity related to myelination in 

those with a greater cannabis exposure; a finding that seems to be specific to our VOI 

of interest (the left SLF). In addition, our exploratory analyses revealed a very strong 

correlation between mean age of onset of regular alcohol use and mean full brain FA, 

suggesting that the earlier the exposure to alcohol, the more detrimental the effect on 

the developing brain. 

   

4.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we failed to find evidence supporting the disconnectivity 

hypothesis of psychosis as our results revealed no WM microstructural abnormalities 
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in patients with early phase psychosis relative to healthy controls. Although this 

finding is out of keeping with the majority of the existing DTI literature, there are a 

number of DTI studies with similar results. Results also failed to reveal any impact of 

age of onset of cannabis use on WM microstructure, however did indicate that 

cumulative lifetime amount of cannabis was associated with significantly increased 

WM integrity in this patient group. Depending of the directionality of causation, this 

finding may represent an effect of cannabis on the developing brain, or alternatively, 

there may be a subgroup of patients predisposed to cannabis use who have increased 

WM integrity. 

Additional findings indicated that in those with early phase psychosis, the 

duration of illness likely has a detrimental effect on WM integrity. Also, a younger 

age of onset of alcohol consumption may similarly have a significant detrimental 

impact on the WM in the developing brain. 

Although our results do not support the stated hypotheses, the findings do 

underline an important point; the fact that differences in mean FA values (presuming 

they exist), even between two very distinct clinical groups, can be quite small. This 

means that current DTI technology is still far from being clinically useful (i.e. for 

diagnostic/prognostic purposes), at least in this patient population, at the individual 

patient level.  

 

4.5 Study Limitations 

There are a number of limitations to the current study. One potential limitation 

is that despite having adequate power, there was still a relatively small patient sample 
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size, and therefore this study may have had limited power to test the hypotheses, 

especially given the small effect size of the primary outcome measure. Another 

important limitation is with the DTI technology and analysis itself. There are several 

different methods of acquisition and post-processing analyses, making it difficult to 

compare findings between different groups/studies. In addition, despite our best 

efforts, people with psychosis represent a fairly heterogeneous patient population, 

which can limit the specificity of findings given the high number of potential 

confounding factors. Finally, as mentioned, DTI utilizes the measurement of a very 

weak signal effect (water diffusion), and so it can be difficult to gain enough power to 

find true between-group differences, making type II errors more likely. This was 

confirmed in our finding of the small effect size of our primary outcome measure 

(mean FA values). 

 

4.6 Future Directions 

Future studies should strive to employ more consistent (and perhaps more 

clearly prescribed) DTI analysis methodology. Also, although we attempted to limit 

substance misuse, studies should include more stringent exclusion of alcohol misuse 

and illicit substance use in both healthy control and in patient groups. However, it 

should be acknowledged that this can be difficult given the high prevalence of 

polysubstance misuse, particularly in this age group and patient population. This 

would help better distinguish the specific impacts of psychosis versus substances, on 

WM tissue. In addition, future studies should employ longitudinal designs in order to 

clarify the relationship between the emergence of WM abnormalities and the onset of 
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psychotic illness and cannabis use. Finally, future studies may benefit from using 

several imaging modalities to assess WM microstructure, which would bring a more 

precise interpretation of WM abnormalities. 

 

4.7 Implications 

 In practical terms, these results call into question whether or not there are WM 

abnormalities (at the full-brain level and within the left SLF) in individuals with early 

phase psychosis compared to healthy controls. At the very least, it should promote 

caution when interpreting current DTI studies as alterations in diffusion measures 

may be smaller than anticipated with several potential confounding factors existing in 

the literature (such as patterns of substance use). This study also supports the idea that 

in people with early phase psychosis, exposure to substances (in particular cannabis 

and alcohol), may have a significant impact on WM tracts in the developing brain. In 

the present study, cannabis use impacted WM diffusivity measures opposite to what 

was expected; the implication being that the relationship of cannabis exposure to WM 

microstructure is complex and may have different effects in different clinical 

populations. The effect of age of onset of regular alcohol use on WM was in the 

direction expected (causing decreased mean FA values), and given the large effect 

size, may have a more significant impact on WM than cannabis. 
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Tables 
 

Table 1. Outline of literature search: count of studies as a function of each population 
               (Cookey et al., 2014) 
  DTI studies of 

early 
phase 

schizophrenia 
(illness effect) 

DTI studies 
of 

cannabis use 
(drug effect) 

DTI studies of early phase 
schizophrenia and cannabis use 

(combined illness and drug 
effects) 

Identified by search  66 35 4 
Not relevant based on abstract 
review* 

 
22 23 1 

Full text studies evaluated  44 12 3 
Excluded based on inclusion 
criteria 
       - Sample size too small 
       - No reported FA 
       - Substance abuse  

 
26 
24 
2 
0 

10 
8 
0 
2 

2 
0 
0 
2 

Included in this review  18 2 1 
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Table 2: Diffusion Tensor Imaging studies retained in literature review (Cookey et al., 2014) 
First author 
(year) Group (n) 

Age, years: 
Mean(SD) 

Gender 
(M/F) Substance use 

Offline 
analysis Results 

A. Early phase schizophrenia 
(Lu et al., 
2011) 

EPS (21) 
HC (18) 

22(5) 
24(5)  

17/4 
10/8 

Exclusion of abuse 
other than cannabis 

VBA EPS = controls in FA 
values 

(White et al., 
2011) 

EPS (31) 
HC (43) 

25(7) 
25(7) 

22/9 
24/19 

Exclusion not clearly 
stated 

VBA EPS = controls in FA 
values 

(Chan et al., 
2010) 

EPS (39) 
HC (64) 

27(7) 
32(10) 

30/9 
38/26 

Exclusion of abuse 
in past three months 

VBA  
& ROI 

EPS = controls in FA 
values  

(Pérez-Iglesias 
et al., 2010) 

EPS (62) 
HC (54) 

31(10) 
30(8) 

19/43 
18/36 

Exclusion of 
dependence 

VBA EPS < controls in FA, in 
association, callosal, 
projection and brainstem 
tract families  

(Tang et al., 
2010) 

EPS (38) 
HC (38) 

16(1) 
17(1) 

20/18 
20/18 

Exclusion not clearly 
stated 

VBA EPS < controls in FA, in 
limbic fiber tract family  

(Hao et al., 
2006) 

EPS (21) 
HC (21) 

24(6) 
25(5) 

12/9 
10/11 

Exclusion of 
dependence 

VBA Pts < controls in FA, in 
association, callosal, 
projection, limbic and 
brainstem tract families  

(Szeszko et al., 
2008) 

EPS (33) 
HC (30) 

25(4) 
26(5) 

21/12 
18/12 

Exclusion not clearly 
stated 

VBA Pts < controls in FA, in 
association fiber tract 
family 

(Cheung et al., 
2008) 

EPS (25) 
HC (26) 

29(9) 
28(9) 

13/13 
11/14 

Exclusion of abuse VBA 
& ROI 

Pts < controls in FA, in 
association, callosal, 
projection and brainstem 
fiber tract families  

(Gasparotti et 
al., 2009) 

EPS (21) 
HC (21) 

29(9) 
27(7) 

11/10 
13/8 

Exclusion of abuse 
and dependence 

ROI Pts < controls in FA, in 
callosal fiber tract family   

(Price et al., 
2005) 

EPS (20) 
HC (29) 

25(?) 
28(?) 

14/6 
11/18 

Exclusion of current 
use 

ROI Pts = controls in FA, in 
callosal fiber tract family 

(Friedman et 
al., 2008) 

EPS (40) 
HC (39) 

26(6) 
25(6) 

30/10 
28/11 

Excluded based on 
urine test 

ROI Pts = controls in FA, in 
callosal and association 
fiber tracts   

(Zou et al., 
2008) 

EPS (21) 
HC (18) 

29(10) 
31(1)0 

13/8 
11/7 

Exclusion of abuse 
and dependence 

ROI Pts < controls in FA, in 
projection fiber tract family 

(Wang et al., 
2011) 

EPS (68) 
HC (100) 

24(8) 
26(8) 

32/36 
52/48 

Exclusion of abuse VBA Pts < controls in FA in 
association and callosal 
fiber tract families  

(White et al., 
2009) 

EPS (29) 
HC (40) 

14(3) 
15(3) 

18/11 
25/16 

Exclusion of 
dependence and of 
abuse in past month. 

TBSS Pts < controls in FA, in 
association, callosal, 
projection, limbic and 
brainstem tract families 

(Kyriakopoulos 
et al., 2009) 

EPS (34) 
HC(34) 

20(3) 
20(3) 
 

26/8 
23/11 

Exclusion of 
substance use 
disorder 

VBA EPS < controls in FA, in 
association, callosal, and 
brainstem fiber tract 
families 
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Table 2: Diffusion Tensor Imaging studies retained in literature review (Cookey et al., 2014) 
First author 
(year) Group (n) 

Age, years: 
Mean(SD) 

Gender 
(M/F) Substance use 

Offline 
analysis Results 

(Kumra et al., 
2005) 

EPS (26) 
HC (34) 

15(2) 
15(3) 

14/12 
20/14 

Exclusion of abuse 
and dependence 

VBA Pts < controls in FA, in 
callosal and limbic fiber 
tract families  

(Guo et al., 
2012) 

EPS (20) 
HC (26) 

24(5) 
24(4) 

9/11 
14/12 

Exclusion of abuse VBA Pts < controls in FA, in 
association, limbic and 
projection fiber tract 
families 

B. Cannabis use in healthy volunteers 
(Zalesky et al., 
2012) 

CAN+(59) 
CAN– (33) 

33(11) 
32(12) 

28/31 
14/19 

Exclusion of other 
illicit drugs 

VBA  
& tractography 
(streamlines) 

CAN + < CAN – in FA,  
in callosal and limbic fiber 
tract families 

(Gruber et al., 
2013) 

CAN+(25) 
CAN– (18) 

23(6) 
23(4) 

18/7 
7/11 

Exclusion of other 
illicit drugs 

TBSS  
& ROI 

CAN + < CAN – in FA, in 
callosal and projection fiber 
tract families  

C. Early phase schizophrenia with concurrent cannabis use 
(James et al., 
2011) 

EPS (32) 
-16 CAN+ 
-16 CAN– 
HC (28) 
-28 CAN– 

16(1) 
 
 
16(1) 

22/10 
 
 
18/10 

Exclusion of other 
illicit drugs 

TBSS  
& VBA 

Pts < controls in FA, in 
association, brainstem, 
callosal and projection fiber 
tract families. 
CAN + Pts < CAN – Pts in 
FA, in brainstem, 
projection and association 
fiber tract families 

EPS = early phase schizophrenia; HC = healthy control; SD = standard deviation; VBA = full brain, voxel-based analysis; ROI = 
region of interest; FA = fractional anisotropy; TBSS = tract-based spatial statistics; CAN = cannbis/marijuana; CAN + = cannabis 
use; CAN – = no cannabis use 
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Table 3: Affected group of fiber tracts in early phase schizophrenia (Cookey et al., 2014) 

Fiber tract families  ↓ FA (first author, year) = FA (first author, year) 

Association fibers: 
 Superior longitudinal 
 Superior fronto-occipital 
 Inferior longitudinal 
 Inferior fronto-occipital 
 Uncinate fasciculus 

 Pérez-Iglesias, 2010  
Hao, 2006  
Szesko, 2008  
Cheung, 2008  
Wang, 2011  
Kyriakopoulos, 2009 
Guo, 2012  
White, 2009 
Luck, 2011 

Lu, 2011  
White, 2011  
Chan, 2010  
Friedman, 2008  
Tang, 2010 
Kumra, 2005 
 

  60% (9/15 studies) 40%  (6/15 studies) 
    
Callosal fibers: 
 Corpus callosum 
  body 
  splenium 
 Forceps minor 
 Forceps major 
 Tapetum 

 Pérez-Iglesias, 2010  
Hao, 2006  
Cheung, 2008  
Gasparotti, 2009 
Wang, 2011  
Kyriakopoulos, 2009  
White, 2009 
Kumra, 2005 

Lu, 2011  
White, 2011  
Chan, 2010  
Szesko, 2008  
Price, 2005  
Guo, 2012  
Friedman, 2008  
Tang, 2010 

  50% (8/16 studies) 50% (8/16 studies) 
    
Limbic fibers: 
 Cingulum 
 Fornix 
 Stria terminalis 

 Hao, 2006 
Guo, 2012 
Tang, 2010 
White, 2009 
Kumra, 2005 

Lu, 2011 
White, 2011 
Chan, 2010 
Pérez-Iglesias, 2010  
Szesko, 2008 
Cheung, 2008 
Wang, 2011 
Kyriakopoulos, 2009 
Luck, 2011 

  36% (5/14 studies) 64% (9/14 studies) 
    
Projection fibers 
 Corticobulbar tract 
 Thalamic projections 
 Internal capsule 
  anterior 
  medial 
  posterior 
 External capsule 

 Pérez-Iglesias, 2010 
Hao, 2006 
Cheung, 2008 
Zou, 2008 
Guo, 2012 
White, 2009 

Lu, 2011  
White, 2011  
Chan, 2010 
Szesko, 2008  
Wang, 2011  
Kyriakopoulos, 2009 
Tang, 2010 
Kumra, 2005 

  43% (6/14 studies) 57% (8/14 studies) 
    
Brain stem fibers 
 Cerebral peduncles 
  superior 
  middle 
  inferior 
 Corticospinal tract 
 Medial lemniscus 

 Pérez-Iglesias, 2010 
Hao, 2006 
Cheung, 2008 
Kyriakopoulos, 2009 
White, 2009 

Lu, 2011  
White, 2011  
Chan, 2010 
Szesko, 2008  
Wang, 2011 
Guo, 2012 
Tang, 2010 
Kumra, 2005 

  38% (5/13 studies) 62% (8/13 studies) 
Note. FA, fractional anisotropy 
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Table 4: Means and standard deviations (or frequencies) for demographic and clinical 
               characteristics 

Characteristic Early Phase Psychosis  
n = 18 

Healthy Controls 
n = 22 t p 

Age, years (sd) 24.9 (4.3) 24.0 (3.4) .691 .494 
Gender (M/F) 12 / 6 15 / 7 - - 
Education, years 14.2 (3.2) 17.0 (2.1) -3.225** .003 
Handedness (R/L) 14R / 4L 20R / 2L -  
Age of illness onset, 
years 22.9 (4.4) - - - 

Duration of illness, 
months 26 (28) - -  

BMI 27.1 (4.2) 23.9 (3.7) 2.51* .017 
Height, inches 69 (4) 68 (4) .425 .673 
Weight, lbs 184 (37) 161 (34) 2.062* .046 
Cannabis use, lifetime 
occasions§ 1302 (1531) 3 (3) 3.601** .002 

Cannabis use, lifetime – 
grams § 1323 (1959) 2 (2) 2.862* .011 

Cannabis use, age of 
onset 15.8 (3.3) - - - 

Alcohol, lifetime drinks§ 1734 (2384) 810 (1044) 1.641 .109 
Alcohl, onset of regular 
use 18.2 (2.9) 17.8 (1.3) .421 .678 

Tobacco, lifetime # 
cigarettes§ 13691 (22642) 359 (1554) 2.493* .023 

Other illicit drug use, 
lifetime occasions 14.6 (22.8) 0.5 (1.4) 2.627* .018 

Antipsychotic use, CPZ 
(average mg/day) 345 (213) - - - 

PSP 72.2 (7.5) - - - 
PANSS-P 10.3 (4.3) - - - 
PANSS-N 11.3 (2.9) - - - 
PANSS-G 23.9 (7.9) - - - 
PANSS Total 45.4 (13.3) - - - 
SCIP – Global Index§ 15.5 (2.1) 17.1 (1.4) -2.840** .007 
SCIP-VLT_I§ 21.6 (3.4) 23.8 (2.4) -2.387* .022 
SCIP-WMT§ 19.1 (2.9) 21.1 (1.6) -2.761** .009 
SCIP-VFT 18.8 (4.5) 19.6 (4.6) -.488 .629 
SCIP-VLT_D 6.3 (2.4) 7.1 (1.7) -1.193 .240 
SCIP-PST 11.4 (2.6) 13.7 (2.1) -3.076** .004 
Calgary Depression 2.7 (3.7) - - - 
Hamilton Anxiety 5.2 (7.4) - - - 

**
§ characteristics for which adjusted degrees of freedom were used due to significant Levene’s test. 
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Table 5: MRI Safety Checklist 

Pacemaker/biostimulator 
Cerebral aneurysm clip 
Joint replacement 
Fracture treated with metal 
Metal worker 
History of ocular foreign 
body 
Shrapnel wound 
Chance of pregnancy 
Inner ear implant 
Pump for medication 
Hearing aid 
Dry hair 
 

Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 

Removable dentures 
Dental apparatus 
Jewelry 
Body piercings 
Watches 
Eye/Makeup 
Wig 
Artificial limb 
Implants 
Checked for loose 
metal 
Valuables stored 
No styling gel 

Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
 
Yes    /    No 
Yes    /    No 
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Table 6. Outline of neuroimaging acquisitions 
Type Parameters Min 
Localizer and calibration  2 
3D SPGR T1-weighted, for 
online placement of VOI 
and offline tissue 
segmentation  

256 x 256 matrix; 170 sagittal slices; 1 mm isotropic resolution, 
no inter-slice gap; TR = 11.3 s; TE = 4.2 ms; flip angle = 20 deg. 

7 

Diffusion-weighted images 

TR = 8.5 s; TE 80-90 ms; flip angle = 90 deg; 54 non-collinear 
diffusion weighting directions, b-factor of 1000 s/mm2; 6 
acquisitions, b-factor of ~ 0 s/mm2; 256 x 256 matrix; 260 FOV; 
1.02 x 1.02 x 3 mm3 voxels; NEX = 1; and acquisition of field 
maps.  

25 

3D = 3-dimentional; SPGR = Spoiled Gradient Echo; VOI = volume of interest; T1 = longitudinal 
relaxation time; ms = milliseconds; TR = repetition time; TE = echo time; FOV = field of view; NEX = 
number of excitations 
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Table 7: DTI measures 

Characteristic 

Early Phase 
Psychosis 
(patients) 

N = 18 

Healthy 
Controls 
N = 21 

Statistic P value Effect 
size  

      
FULL BRAIN      
      

FA 369 (21) 375 (15) t = -1.139 
F = 1.079 

.262 

.306 
r = .184 
η2 = .029 

 
MD .800 (.020) .797 (.023) t =.508 .615 r = .083 
RaD .633 (.026) .627 (.024) t = .719 .477 r = .117 
AxD 1.133 (.018) 1.135 (.022) t = -.221 .826 r = .036 

      
VOI      

      
FA 395 (36) 402 (31) t = -.635 .529 r = .104 

   F = 3.847 .058 η2 = .097 
MD§ .741 (.022) .732 (.015) t = 1.485 .146 r = .237 
RaD .578 (.033) .567 (.022) t = 1.195 .240 r = .193 
AxD 1.068 (.034) 1.062 (.039) t = .462 .647 r = .076 

      
      
Numbers represent means (sd). All diffusion values = multiplied by 1000. FA = fractional anisotropy; 
MD = mean diffusivity; RaD = radial diffusivity; AxD = axial diffusivity; VOI = volume of interest 
(left SLF). 
t = independent-samples t-test statistic 
F = F-test statistic, as calculated via ANCOVA (with age of onset of alcohol as covariate in full-brain 
comparison and cumulative lifetime cannabis use as covariate in VOI comparison). 
r = pearson’s coefficient 
η2 = partial eta squared 
§ characteristics for which adjusted degrees of freedom were used due to significant Levene’s test. 
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Table 8: Non-parametric correlation matrix - VOI 
Correlations – Spearman’s rho 

 mean FA 
VOI 

mean MD 
VOI 

mean RaD 
VOI 

mean AxD 
VOI 

Duration of Illness (months) .152 -.177 -.190 .117 
SCIP - Global index score (total) .134 .296 .036 .466 
SCIP - Verbal Learning - Immediate -.188 .344 .268 .192 
SCIP - Working memory test -.005 .284 .096 .169 
SCIP - Verbal Fluency test .383 .052 -.217 .521* 
SCIP - Verbal Learning - Delayed .090 .119 -.025 .355 
SCIP - Psychomotor Speed test .109 .270 .082 .443 
PANSS - Total score -.003 .216 .146 .252 
PANSS - Positive score -.240 .241 .313 -.047 
PANSS - Negative score .134 .099 -.038 .252 
PANSS - General Symptoms score -.025 .273 .201 .245 
Personal and Social Performance score -.083 -.145 -.006 -.176 
Hamilton Anxiety Score .174 .210 .077 .352 
Calgary Depression Score -.214 .541* .443 .094 
Cannabis cumulative lifetime (grams) .316 -.463 -.414 .032 
Cannabis use - Number of occasions .248 -.356 -.332 .020 
Cannabis age onset (years) .110 .034 -.073 .199 
THC_onset_rank .025 .093 .003 .139 
EtOH cumulative lifetime (drinks) -.027 -.343 -.208 -.080 
EtOH age onset regular use (>1x/week) .116 -.051 -.064 .051 
EtOH_onset_rank .098 .145 .047 .074 
Lifetime # of cigarettes -.026 -.234 -.149 -.036 
Mean daily antipsychotic use (mg/day) - 
CPZ Equivalents -.091 -.022 .063 -.229 

Duration of antipsychotic use (months) .176 -.417 -.343 -.135 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 9: Parametric correlation matrix - VOI 
Correlations – Pearson’s r 
 mean FA 

VOI 
mean MD 

VOI 
mean RaD 

VOI 
mean AxD 

VOI 
Duration of Illness (months) .186 -.326 -.288 -.100 
SCIP - Global index score (total) .114 .257 .043 .442 
SCIP - Verbal Learning - Immediate -.128 .308 .221 .197 
SCIP - Working memory test -.074 .189 .139 .121 
SCIP - Verbal Fluency test .274 .063 -.151 .422 
SCIP - Verbal Learning - Delayed .217 .018 -.150 .337 
SCIP - Psychomotor Speed test .047 .312 .126 .381 
PANSS - Total score -.138 .360 .296 .150 
PANSS - Positive score -.234 .306 .335 -.037 
PANSS - Negative score .087 .151 .034 .240 
PANSS - General Symptoms score -.137 .385 .303 .185 
Personal and Social Performance score .014 -.160 -.085 -.160 
Hamilton Anxiety Score -.047 .395 .255 .304 
Calgary Depression Score -.151 .384 .297 .202 
Cannabis cumulative lifetime (grams) .605** -.494* -.625** .217 
Cannabis use - Number of occasions .335 -.320 -.387 .106 
Cannabis age onset (years) -.012 .233 .102 .279 
THC_onset_rank -.014 .112 .061 .111 
EtOH cumulative lifetime (drinks) -.047 -.338 -.196 -.297 
EtOH age onset regular use (>1x/week) .213 -.133 -.228 .185 
EtOH_onset_rank .104 .075 -.035 .216 
Lifetime # of cigarettes .317 -.285 -.341 .091 
Mean daily antipsychotic use (mg/day) - 
CPZ Equivalents -.194 -.031 .144 -.342 

Duration of antipsychotic use (months) .177 -.427 -.349 -.180 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 10: Non-parametric correlation matrix – full-brain 

Correlations – Spearman’s rho 

 mean FA 
brain 

mean MD 
brain 

mean RaD 
brain 

mean AxD 
brain 

Duration of Illness (months) -.668** .499* .588** -.155 
SCIP - Global index score (total) -.127 .041 .055 .177 
SCIP - Verbal Learning - Immediate -.249 .129 .198 .139 
SCIP - Working memory test .059 -.217 -.194 -.078 
SCIP - Verbal Fluency test -.220 .138 .141 .091 
SCIP - Verbal Learning - Delayed -.195 .095 .156 .182 
SCIP - Psychomotor Speed test .229 .063 -.089 .489* 
PANSS - Total score .349 -.020 -.150 .415 
PANSS - Positive score .224 -.029 -.086 .267 
PANSS - Negative score .283 -.039 -.161 .238 
PANSS - General Symptoms score .482* -.140 -.276 .423 
Personal and Social Performance score -.477* .411 .503* .047 
Hamilton Anxiety Score .303 -.198 -.262 .123 
Calgary Depression Score .358 -.270 -.313 .264 
Cannabis cumulative lifetime (grams) .413 -.262 -.364 .014 
Cannabis use - Number of occasions .497* -.350 -.447 -.017 
Cannabis age onset (years) .140 .158 .023 .458 
THC_onset_rank -.294 .334 .357 .191 
EtOH cumulative lifetime (drinks) .096 -.028 -.068 .033 
EtOH age onset regular use (>1x/week) .630* -.610* -.628* -.029 
EtOH_onset_rank .199 -.174 -.144 -.055 
Lifetime # of cigarettes -.112 -.037 .003 -.220 
Mean daily antipsychotic use (mg/day) - 
CPZ Equivalents 

-.081 -.007 .014 -.222 

Duration of antipsychotic use (months) -.435 .168 .318 -.398 
 *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 11: Parametric correlation matrix – full-brain 

Correlations – Pearson’s r 

 mean FA 
brain 

mean MD 
brain 

mean RaD 
brain 

mean AxD 
brain 

Duration of Illness (months) -.482* .341 .474* -.215 
SCIP - Global index score (total) -.064 .138 .109 .138 
SCIP - Verbal Learning - Immediate -.213 .162 .167 .059 
SCIP - Working memory test .089 -.186 -.157 -.157 
SCIP - Verbal Fluency test -.130 .213 .202 .133 
SCIP - Verbal Learning - Delayed -.200 .206 .213 .049 
SCIP - Psychomotor Speed test .322 .006 -.136 .388 
PANSS - Total score .417 -.157 -.300 .327 
PANSS - Positive score .320 -.170 -.268 .189 
PANSS - Negative score .308 -.099 -.185 .211 
PANSS - General Symptoms score .414 -.135 -.290 .370 
Personal and Social Performance score -.508* .451 .491* .063 
Hamilton Anxiety Score .199 -.084 -.152 .166 
Calgary Depression Score .505* -.293 -.415 .214 
Cannabis cumulative lifetime (grams) .218 -.019 -.074 .142 
Cannabis use - Number of occasions .477* -.337 -.395 .027 
Cannabis age onset (years) .443 -.014 -.193 .544 
THC_onset_rank -.282 .279 .302 .065 
EtOH cumulative lifetime (drinks) -.242 .061 .141 -.229 
EtOH age onset regular use (>1x/week) .700** -.494 -.623* .123 
EtOH_onset_rank .203 -.147 -.171 .025 
Lifetime # of cigarettes -.072 .053 .079 -.050 
Mean daily antipsychotic use (mg/day) - 
CPZ Equivalents -.193 .012 .084 -.182 

Duration of antipsychotic use (months) -.376 .156 .316 -.371 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Figures 
 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of water molecule (represented by red dot) randomly moving 
within an axon. Notice that more movement is permitted along the length of the axon 
rather than orthogonal to it.  
This image was published in Principles of Diffusion Tensor Imaging and Its Applications to Basic 
Neuroscience Research, Neuron, 51 (5), p. 529, Copyright Elsevier 2006 (Mori and J. Zhang, 2006).  
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Figure 2: Illustration of the football-shaped diffusion tensor. 
This image was published in Principles of Diffusion Tensor Imaging and Its Applications to Basic 
Neuroscience Research, Neuron, 51 (5), p. 532, Copyright Elsevier 2006 (Mori and J. Zhang, 2006).  
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Figure 3: Voxel Of Interest – left Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus. 
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Figure 4: DTI FA maps of primary diffusion vector (V1) – color coded for 3D 
diffusion directionality.  
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